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Dr. Chester A. Kirkendoll,
president of Lane college at
Jackson, Tenn., will be the com-
mencement speaker for 0 w e
college on Monday, May 30,
when 12 students receive Asso-
ciate in Arts degrees and one
receives an Associate in Science
degree.
Rev. H. H. Battle of Chatta-
nooga, pastor of the First Bap-
tist church there and a mem-
ber of the Owen College Board
of Trustees, will deliver the bac-
calaureate sermon on Sunday,
May 29, at 4 p.m. in St. John
Baptist Church Vance Avenue.
Continued On Page 2
Lane Prexy To Give \7 Quizzed
Commencement AcIcIresslin Shooting
Of Youth, 17
DR. C. A. KIRKENDOLL





Dr. Clara Arena Brawner fol.
lowed in the footsteps of h e r
late parents Dr. and Mrs. Jeff
Brawner and chose medicine
for her career. She is a prac-
titioner of medicine in the same
building where her mother who
was a registered nurse assisted
her physician husband through-
out his career.
A member of an outstanding
North Memphis family she is a
Police on Monday had arrest-
ed seven youths and were seek-
ing four others in connection
with one 17-year-old boy during
the Jubilee Parade on Beale
last Friday night.
Shot in the thigh with a .22
caliber pistol was Marvin Tur-
ner. 17, of 2135 Clarksdale.
According to homicide inspec-
tor N. E. Zachary, the victim,
and his brother, Ralph Turner,
18, argued with some other
youths in front of 150 Beale St.,
and one boy about the same age
pulled the weapon and shot
once, striking Marvin Turner in
the thigh.
Following the shooting, the as-
sailants fled into the crowd. The
victim and his brother were
only able to supply the officers
who investigated the case with
the nickname of one of the per-
sons believed to have been with
the boy who did the shooting.
Insp. Zachary said he expected
the case to be solved this week.
graduate of Manassas High
School. She earned her bache-
lor's degree at Spelman College
in Atlanta, Georgia.
Dr. Brawner was graduated
from Meharry Medical College
in 1954. She completed her in-
ternship at Hubbard Hospital in
1955 and returned home to re-
establish the Brawner name in
medicine which had been brok-
Continued On Page 2
PLANNING YOUTH CONGRESS — Pro-
visional board members and state presi-
dents of the Churches of God in Christ are
seen making plans for the annual Inter-
national Youth Congress to be held in De-
troit June 30-July 4. Seated from left are
Elders Willie James, Toledo, Ohio; Chand-
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Beale Street  Designated Historic Landmark
Move Is Expected To
Attract More Tourists
BEALE STREET A LANDMARK — With
some of the original sheet music by W. C.
Handy forming a background, Congress-
man George Gilder, left, and Secretary




State Senator Lewis Taliafer-
ro this week announced h i s
candidacy for the chairmanship
of the Shelby County Democra-
tic Executive Committee.
A leader in the fight to
abolish capital punishment i n
the state of Tennessee, M r .
Taliaferro, 44, said "T h i s
post offers a great challenge
to promote the Democratic Par-
ty in this community, and I
Alpha Delta Benefit
The Alpha Delta Chapter 103
of Alpha Pi Chi Sorority will
present its annual -Roaring
Twenties" dance Saturday May
21. 1966 at 10 p.m. at the Club
Paradise.
Proceeds from the dance will
benefit the Homebound P r o-
gram of the Memphis City
Board of Education. Mrs. The-
resa Williams is the homebound
teacher whose students will be
aided through the project.
The national scholarship fund
of the sorority will also share
the benefits. This year's schol-
arship will be given to a de-
serving student who is study-
ing Special Education in t h e











Bishop R. S. Fields,
Bishop L. H. Ford of
the First Diocese of Illinois was host for
meeting held at the St. Paul Church of
God in Christ.
pledge to work to this end
In his second term in the
State Senate, he received the
ost number Of votes cast
for any candidate in Shelby
County during the election of
iNovember 1964.
Mr. Taliaferro was graduat
ed from Whitehaven High
school and Memphis State uni-
versity before entering the Uni-
versity of Virginia, where he
received the bachelor of law de-
gree.
In the State Senate, he is
chairman of the Committee on
Education, vice chairman of
the Committee on Finance,.
Ways and Means, and a mem-
ber of the committees for Cor-
rectional Institutions, Judiciary,
Labor and Mental Health.
Mr. and Mrs. Taliaferro live
at 3856 Paula dr. and are the
parents of three daughters. He
is a law partner in the firm
of Hoffman, Taliaferro, Hugh-
es and Williams with offices in
the 100 North Main building.
A veteran of World War II,
he served in the U.S.. Navy
as a lieutenant and participated
in seven major assault landings
in the Pacific campaign.
Senator Taliaferro is a mem-
ber of the Union Avenue Church
of Christ.
The election will be held on
Aug. 4.
brochure on Beak Street. Secretary Udall
last week designated the world famous
thoroughfare a National Historic Land-
mark.
SENATOR TALIAFERRO
Beale Street in M e in p h i s,
where the blues began, h a s
been designated a National His-
toric Landmark, Congressman
George Grider (D-Tenn.) an-
nounced last week.
The designation was made by
Secretary of the Interior Stew-
art Udall after an investigation
the National Park Service.
Well-known business and civic
leader, and Beale Street histo-
rian, Lt. George W. Lee spear-
headed the move which stimu-
lated Congressman Gride r's
successful effort to have Beale
Street declared a national land-
mark. He accompanied the Na-
tional Park Service representa-
tive in his investigation of the
famed thoroughfare, and deliv-
ered the main address at the
Chisca Hotel earlier this yeat,
speaking in behalf of Be; le
Street's importance.
Congressman Grider said, "I
hope this can be the spark to
get Beale Street developed into
one of the nation's leading tour-
ist attractions. We need places
Day Care Federation
Upgrading Standards
where people can hear the inw
sic of W. C. Handy and learn
about this part of our culture
and heritage".
Secretary Udall has been in-
vited to come to Memphis in
the fall to present a bronze
plaque designating the area a
national landmark. Beale Street
will also be listed in the perm-
anent Registry of National
Landmarks maintained by the
National Park Service.
The report of the National
Survey of Historic Sites, o n
which Secretary Udall made
his decision states:
"Beale Street provided t h e
vibrant, often rowdy, environ-
ment that gave birth to the
blues, a unique contribution of
the Negro to American c u 1-
ture.
"The early unwritten blues
tunes were extremely simple.
By 1910, they had achieved
enough of a separate status to
be known specifically as t h
"Blues" among Southern Ne-
groes. It remained for one mu-
sician to put something of last-
ing value into the blues mold.
W. C. Handy, Father of t h e
• Blues, introduced this musical
form to popular favor.
"Handy made Pee Wee's Sa-
loon on Beale Street his head-
quarters early in his career,
' and it was here that he did
The growing importance o f brochure traces the history of much of his creative work on
Day Care Centers for metropol-, the movement. Some quotes are such songs as 'Memphis Blues',
'St. Louis Blues', and 'Beak
Street Blues'.
"From Main to Fourth Street
was the entertainment heart of
Beale Street. A surprising num-
ber of structures which once
industry, women were increas- 'loused lively saloons, theaters,
ingly employed outside of the and other places of entertain-
home. Their children, for lack
of resources, were often left to ment still survive along this
roam the streets or were lock. central section of Beale Street.
ed in rooms alone, become This business and entertainment
what we call 'Latch Key' chit- center can still be recognized
dre, from the description in Handy's
nThe development of d a y 'Beale Street Blues'.
Stan areas such as Memphis' as follows: "In the United
was stressed in a recent bro-,1 States, day care as a social
chure issued by the Day Care service is over one hundred
rederation of Memphis a is d1 years old. After the Civil War,
Y County. the need for day nurseries for
The Federation is a central the children of war widows be-
information agency for every- came acute. With the growth of
one in the community who has
an interest in day care. T h e
main goal of the agency is to
develop a sufficient number of
high standard day care centers
to meet the needs of Memphis'
children. The agency's head-
quarters are located at 1 0 0 1
McCall Building.
Name The work of the Federationl care centers was greatly in-Readers To is focused in three areas: (1) fluenced by the kindergarten
Mayor Of Beale'
A contest to name a Memphis
citizen "Mayor of Beale Street"
will be conducted by the Tri-
State Defender in the next few
weeks, with the readers decid-
ing what person should bear the
title.
The title of "Mayor of Beale"
was given to the late Matthew
Thornton, and he kept it until
his death about two years ago.
Any Memphian will be per-
milted to nominate himself or
some other person.
Full details on the contest will
be given in next week's edition
of the Tri-State Defender.
COGIC To Hold Youth
Congress In Detroit
CHICAGO, Ill. — Final plans
for the Church of God in Christ
International Youth Congress,
slated June 30 — July 4, in
Detroit, were reviewed during
a meeting of the Provisional
Board and State Presidents,
held recently at the St. Paul
Church of God in Christ here.
Forty - five presidents and
board representatives from all
over the nation were welcom-
ed to Chicago by Bishop Louis
H. Ford, presiding Bishop of
the First Diocese of Illinois.
Elder James I. Watson was
host President.
Elder Chandler Owens, o f
Newark, N. J., chairman of the
Provisional Board, presided.
Elder Earl J. Wright, chair-
man of the Steering committee
which is handling details of the
Congress on a local level in
Detroit, made a report to the
group.
THEME OF MEET
Over 5,000 persons are expect-
ed to attend the youth session.
It's theme is "The Role of the
Christian Youth in Our Ever
Changing World."
A highlight of the Youth meet-
ing will be a Pre-Congress Mu-
sical.
According to the Housing
committee, Congress headquar-
ters will be at Detroit's Statler-
Hilton hotel and at the State
Temple Church of God in Christ,
3500 Elmwood, pastored by Bis-
hop J. S. Bailey.
Special Saturday and Sunday
sessions have been set for Ma-
sonic Temple. Other services
will be held in the State Tem-
,ple.
Congress hosts will include
Bishop Bailey and Bishop C. J.
Johnson; Elders E. T. Clark
and B. T. Rimson. State Pres-
dents; and Anna Green and
Louise Cryor, State Chairladies.
Bishop A. B. McEwen o L
Memphis, chairman of the Ex-ititiam,7-
ecutive Board, in a letter to
COGIC Bishops, has urged
strong support of the Detroit
youth meeting. Bishop McEwen,
in his letter, said this meeting
would be the o5ly official Youth
Congress held by the Church
in 1966.
Correspondence cone erning
the Congress and requests for
reservations should be directed
to 1981 W. Grand Blvd., De-
troit., in care of Bishop J. S.
Bailey, Bishop McEwen pointed
out.
Surveying the need for a day movement which was primar-
care center at a particular lo- ily concerned with the educe-
cation, personnel for the center, tional needs of young children.
and staff training... groups in-
terested in establishing centers
can contact the agency for in-
formation in such cases; (2)
Improving the day care service
currently in existence.... the
iFederation sponsors regular
classes and seminars for teach-
ers and other personnel who
work in day care centers; (3)
Provide casework services for
Many day care centers provid-
ed education in addition to phy- W. C. 
Handy".
sical care and protection. The decision to make Beale
"In spite of modifications in Street a National Historic Land-
the day care service, it still mark was received to the satis-
carries out the purpose of the
best of the early philarthropic
day nurseries, to protect chil-
dren by providing part - time
care, supervision, and guidance Principal Reviews
when their families are unable
these centers. This service to meet their needs without 'Feminine Mystique'
makes it possible for teachers some assistance from the corn-
to have consultation with a pro- munity, and to make it possible
Callie Lentz Stevens,
fessional social worker around for them to have healthy and, 
principal of Florida Elementa-
constructive experiences duringparticular problems of families ry school, reviewed Betty Fried-
using the center. man's "Feminine Mystique" inthe time they require such care.
In considering the advantages "Modern day care o ff er the Alumni Room of Hollis F.s
and importance of Day Care Price Library last Thursday at-
activities, the local Federation's (Continued On Page 2) tcmoon.
"This area is still a place for
entertainment. In the 200 block,
Handy Park most appropriate-
ly commemorates the work of
faction of many Memphis old-
timers, Negro and white.
MOUNTAIN OF MAIL—Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey represses bolls surprise and ela-
tion over one day's mail from employers across the Nation pledging jobs in response to the Presi-
dent's 1966 Youth Opportunity Campaign. The goal of the program is to tarn up at least 1 mil-
lion jobs for young people 16 through 21 years old this surrwner. Vice President Humphrey, who
chairs the Campaign Committee, reported that mil *spouses oai unpiciyas titcseddid 20,000
,in the first five days of the 1966 Campaign.
Alpha Delta Chapter 103 Annual 20s Benefit Dance May 21, 1966
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Firms Pledging Summer
Jobs For Young People
When school turns out acrotTal
WASHINGTON. D. C.
the mann in corniNg weeks, 1-8,
million youngsters 16 through 21,
will be unable to find work
without help.
However. Vice President Hu-
bert Humphrey this week re-
ports that the number ot re-
sponses from employers pledg-
ing jobs to the President's'
Youth Opportunity Campaign
has passed 33.000 in only Lye
days of mail
Endorsements and pledges to
hire young people have come
from all parts of the country,
from large and small firms.
and community. service a n d
fraternal organizations T h e
number of lobs pledges so far
is currently being tabulated, but
it is estimated to exceed 100,000.,
Picked at random from the
as yet unlisted and untabulated
mound of pledges from pros-
pective employers is one from
the Taborian Hospital, Inc.. in
Mound Bayou. Miss., an all -
Negro community in Bolivar
County. to employ 30 young
workers. Last year private employers
Negro - owned and operated helped produce more than a'
million jobs for young people
to make the 1965 Youth Oppor-
tunity campaign successful, and
it spelled the difference be-
tween success and failure for
many of them.
All private firms and organ-
izations desiring to participate
can make their own arrange-
ments to hire young people as
soon as possible. The nearest
State Employment Service of-
fice should be advised regard-
ing the type and number of ad-
ditional jobs that are being
made available.
For those employers w h o
need help in finding youth, the
State Employment Offices are
establishing Youth Opportunity
Registers for the summer pro-
businesses and institutions were
generous last year in providing




the campaign last month and
called for at least a million
jobs for youth "in a way that
is good for them and good busi-
ness for all of us
Mr. Humphrey. chairman
the Youth Opportunity Task
"Force. said. Both President
Johnson and I are deeply grat-
igied and elated over the en-
thusiastic national response dur-
Wallace Leads Charge
Against HEW Guidelines
MONTGOMERY. Ala.—(UPI) They made three basic pro-
- Gov George C Wallace —Pads:
backed by the entire Alabama —land offietak stand Ii r 1111
Congressional delegation — is- led refuse 4. comPlY with the
sued a be* battle cry for facw Cildelwee lifts the De-
state sad Iladiern educators tolialssed d Selliel. rdwealiagi
resist sew federal desegrega- Ind Welly* THEW).
ben guidellees. —These wheel officials w h
Wallace met with the 10- Uwe signed clualdiabre lalai
recesaiike and resided them.
--Ilenlikera governors siseeld
AMR te nap tactics in resisting
fte new rules.
oman oc or
lag the opening stages of this
most essential job - producing
program.
Al the current pace of job
pledges continues, am cash-.
dent that we will turn up more'
than a million work and train-
ing opportunities this summerj
for boys and girls 16 Unmet
21 years old. We may not be
able to help them all. but were
sure not going to stop waiting
until were positive we have
helped all we can"
Ceidgmeed From Page 1
en by the death of her father
during her junior year at Me-
harry.
She conducts her practice
with a zeal commensurate to
that of her late father with a
strong determination to carry
on in his tradition of service to
m ankincL
The capable young physician
has done postgraduate trans
tag at New York University;
Columbia University in New,
York City; Children's Hospital
in Philadelphia and the Univer-
sity of Southern cahfunija
Los Angeles.
Dr. Brawner who is the only
Negro woman practicing medi-
cine in Memphis is highly res-
pected by her male colleagues
She is President of the Bluff
City Medical Society: Past Pre-
sident of the Volunteer State
Medical Society: a member of
the National Medical Associa-
gram.
Ford Chapel
A delegation of youthful Mem-
phis religious workers are slat-
ed to attend the Christian Edu-
cation Youth Convention at Liv-
ingston College, Saulsbury, N.C.
uon and the American Medical July 31-August S.
Association. She serves on the The delegation of young peo-
staffs of Collins Chapel and E. pie is from Ford's Chapel AME
H. Crump Hospitals. Her officeiCburch. 212 Mitchell Road, Rev.
is located at 1088 Thomas. tA. D. Ballard, Pastor.
Amidst her busy medicaL They include Joyce Bake r,
schedule, Dr. Brawner st 11 liThelma Rhodes, Edith Chris"-
finds time to take an active4an, Linda Miller, Ophelia Ford.
part in civic and social func-lAagustus Ballard. James Ford,
bons of the community. S h eland Donald Hines.
has a Life Membership in t h ei Each delegate is sponsored by
NAACP. She is a member of thel an adult member of the church.
Board of Directors of the Good-f Sunday afternoon, May 8, a
will Home for Children and htea was given by the church
member of the Board of Directrifor the young people under the
ors of the Jesse Mahan D a yi supervision of Miss Sophornia
Care Center. Dr Brawner is al- Robinson. Mrs Renelie Ingram
so a member of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority and the Semper
Fideles Bridge Club
Steeped in the ideals and phil-
osophies of her parents. Dr.
Brawner maintains the family
home at 899 Woodlawn. She is
frequently visited by her s:cter
Mrs. Alpha Brawner Floyd of
New York City, who is a wed
known concert singer in t h e
United States as well as Europe.
Dr. Brawner is a member -if
the family church. Gospel Tem
pie Baptist Church on Manasa,
with which she has been af
filiated all her life.
Day Care
i Continued From Page 1)
protection to the parents of
rhildren using the serv Ice
through licensing requirements
established in each state he
fact that a center has a h
cerise means that they have met
minimum standards of health
and safety.
"The hours a day center need
to be long enough to meet the
needs of working parents The
fees charged at day care cen-
ters need to be in keeping with
the parents' ability to pay
There are thirty - three licens-
ed -all day" centers that serve
a total of 968 children in Mem-
phis. Fees range from one dol-
lar a week to 112.50
- NEED MONEY?
Sstai Tar hokless
Witt a Small Issi Cast
Itsioll Istat• Loam
6. Flat Rattly Paymests1
A•evere.
Cede Y eft Ile.
&PO. Pageresefe
!WM 3l2.911
61,11011.4e.  .3 2/Je
41,500.00. .6 3430







ANY TIME 24 US. A BAY
it's Setter to
1 astray At $ last"
and Mr. Porter Thomas.
Among the guests were Rev.
and Mrs. E. J. Scott ad
Charles E Scott, a neighbor-
hood grocer.
member group in closed door
session for more than four
. then read off a lengthy
statement to newsmen as the
delegation stood behind him.
Lane Prex
Alabama Sen Lister Hill said
the meeting was fruitful aid
praised the show of -teeni-I
wort" He said "we most
the President on dom."
Cadimied Preen Page 1 Lt Gc1" James Allen, who
also met with the leaders, said
Graduatuig from the two-year there was no issue involved a
college with high honor will be making the new back down, bat
Miss Billie Joyce Buckingham. if officials refused to comply:
a graftage of Carver High "What can they do about it?
aim& Brownsville. !These rules are illegal."
Receiving their degrees with
honor will be Mrs Geraldine,
White Barnes, graduate a!
Carver High school, Memphis,
and Miss Glorious Jean Holmes,
also a graduate of Washington
High, Memphis.
OTHER GRADS
The other graduates will be
Wesley W. Wellington, Jr., Sul,
folk. Va.; Shirley J. Bryant,
Somerville, Tenn.; Walter Lee
Robinson. Osceola, Ark.; Bob-
bie Am Smothers. Marion, Ark.
Anita Jeanette Walker, Jackson
Tenn, and James W. Jackson,
Thelma Jean ?felms and Rat-
tle L. Moore. Memphis.
Dr. Kirkendoll, who will de-
liver the commencement a
dress in Roger Williams hall on
the Owen campus, has been
president of Lane college since
.
He was graduated from Lane
college in 1938, received the
master of arts degree from
Northwestern university in 1941
and honorary doctors degrees
from Texas college in 1957 and
St. Andrew's Seminary in Lou--
don. England in 1962.
WROTE BOOK
He was a director of Youth
Work for the Chirstian Meth-
odist Episcopal church for five
years. and director of leader-
ship education and associate
editor of church schr..:7 publica-
tions for the General Board of
Religious Education for the
CME church from 1940 to 1950.
He is the author of one book,
"Improving The Educational
Program of the Local Church."
published in i49.
Rev. Battle, a member cif the
Board of Education in Chatta-
nooga. is a graduate of More-
house college, and served o n
the faculty of Friendship Junior
college at Rock 1E11, S. C. and
pastored churches in Georgia
before moving to Tennessee. He
is a member of the War on Pov-
erty Committee in Chattanooga.
Dean-Registrar Thomas I. Wil-
lard will present the candidates
for degrees to President Charles
L Dinkins during the ceremony.
HAVEN'T TRIED SMIRNOFF?
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?
What! You haven't discovered Smirnoff with orange juice,
with tomato juice. with 7-Up • in the Smirnolf Mule? Try a
delicious Smirnoff drink. See what you've been missing..
Always ask for .0
minigit;
VODKA
It leaves you breathless'
se I in we rrilie ono as ', i Kea WNW RS 1.1 . I 1 leelel WWI COML
I I
READING BUSCH NEWS—Represestatives a Basch Ba-
vasias beer are seen here looking over a new trade ergas.
"Sneak Tait." From heft are Ties Tayisr, Ervin Fes, Lee
Boy Rook new mete salesman, aid Han Douglas, a recent
11-- I
addition to Basch. 411 four men are employed by D.
Casale and Company, distributors of ANHEUSER-BUSCH,
MICHELOB, BUSCH and BUDWEISER beers.
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ican Colleges and Universities"
for two years.
Described by a member of
the personnel division of t h
Memphis Board of Education
as, "our innovation in educa-
tion", the able Mr. Williams
lost his sight eight years ago
in an acciient on the campus
of Mississippi Industrial College
in Holly Springs, where he was
a freshman.
In his work at Georgia Ave-
nue Elementary School where
he teaches the Visually Limited,
he belies the saying that -the
blind can't lead the blind".
During this, his first year of
teaching h has adjusted to the
program of the school with a
This is election year for Le-
smoothness that has won him Monye College's General Alum-
ni Association and heated con-
the respect and admiration of tests are expected since the as-
his co-workers. sociation's executive committe
His presence in the school and is recommending that nomina-
the skill with which he works tions conic from the floor.
The open election was recom-
mended last week after the as-
sociation's national nominating
committee failed to produce a
slate of nominees.
The election is scheduled for
Saturday, May 28, at 1 p.m.,
following the national body's an-
nual business sessions Lonnie
consecutive years, and was man, he always holds the door F. Briscoe of Memphis is com-
named in "Who's Who in Amer- for a lady. pleting his second term as pres•
Possessing a keen sense of ident of the organization. Ac-
hunvir he has often replied to cording to the constitution, he
his sighted co-worker concern- is not eligible for re-election.
ing the whereabouts of lost
articles, haven't seen it".
have brought a sense of pride
and inspiration to the blind stu-
dents of the school.
Persons who work with Mr.
Williams would be willing to
swear that he can see. They
question his perceptiveness in
recognizing sounds. A gentle-
LEV WILLIAMS AND STUDENTS — Mr.
Williams is seen here with three of his stu-
dents in class for visually limited at the
Georgia Elementary school. He was blinded
in an accident during his freshman year "at
Fourth Grade Teacher
Honored At Banquet
held, Friday night, May 6th,
honoring a well-known Memphis
teacher, Mrs. Mary I. Hawk-
ins, who taught fourth grade
at Cummings Elementary
School. The banquet was pre-
MI college at Holly Springs, Miss., but con-
tinued his education, receiving degrees at
Tennessee A&I State university at Nashville
and Washington university in St. Louis, Mo.
LeMoyne Alumni Will Thelma T. Yv'halum, MissGreen, Mr. Jacques Beauchamp
Blind Teaches Blind Elect New
By ER IA LAWS
The "Man in the News" is
Lev Williams who came to
Memphis last September from
his native Columbus. Mississip-
pi, to accept a position in the
Memphis City School System.
A six footer, he is a graduate
of Tennessee A and I State UniH
versity and has a master's de-
gree in psychology from Wash-
ington University in St. Louis.
At Tennessee State he w a s
named "Mr. Brains" for two
When queried about his philo-
sophy of life, M.r. Williams
said, "A man's life is his tool.
His work and accomplishments
are his life. Let him make the
most of it and judge him ac-
cording to them, if he is to be
jed.ged".
Mr. Williams is a member of
the T. P. Harris Lodge No. 1495
in Columbus. He was married
April 9, 1966 to Miss Barbara
Davis of Columbus. They reside
at 1716 S. Orleans st.
34 Students Inducted
Into Honor
A total of 34 students were
inducted into the Harry T. Cash
chapter of the National Junior
Honor Society on Thursd a y,
May 5, in the Hamilton High
School auditorium.
The chapter is named in ho-
nor of Harry T. Cash, principal
of the school for 13 years.
The five principles of t h e or-
ganization are scholar ship,
leadership, character, citizen-
ship and service.
Dynamic speeches on the
principles were delivered h v
five members of the A. B.
Owen chapter of Porter Junior
High school, and included Irene
McGhee, Dorothy Bond, Marga-
ret Balfour, Paulette Gordon
and Alice Johnson. Miss May-
della Reeves is sponsor of the
chapter.
MISS ALLEN PRESENT
Present to induct the students
and install them during the cer-
empny was Miss Carla A 11 e
former student at Hamilton,
who is now a speech and drama
major at Memphis State univer-
sity. Music for the program
was presented by the Hamilton
Society
junior high glee club under the
direction of Mrs. Thelma Wha-
lum.
Certificates of members h i p
were awarded by James Catch-
ings and the 34 inductees pre-
sented to Principal Cash a n d
Lloyd D. Weddington, chair-
man of the Junior High depart-
ment.
The group was organized un-
der the leadership of Miss Ma-
ble Young and Miss Macele
Richardson, and includes stu-
dents from grades seven'
through nine.
Officers are Virginia Floyd
president, daughter of Melvin
Floyd, 1877 Glenview; Jenny
Cox, vice president, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Cox, 1955
Clovia Lane; Vaneese Thomas,
secretary, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Thomas, 1376 Kerr,
and Cornelia Flowers, treasur-
er, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Flowers, 1948 Murley.
Other charter members of the
chapter are Mitchelease Anchr
son, Annie Atkins, Ruth Bowles,
Leatrice Bowles, Leatrice Bur-





LITTLE ROCK — Gov. Orval
E. Faubus said he would quit,
and lived up to his promise
by failing to file for the July
26 Democratic primary election.
The deadline for filing was
Wednesday.
Faubus, the nation's second
longest-term state chief exe-
cutive, became a symbol of
Southern resistance to racial
desegregation in 1957 when he
surrounded Central High School
with National Guardsmen.
I He said March 21 that he
would not seek a seventh term.
Politicians doubted him then.
But now he has made It of-
ficial.
The Arkansas Gazette called
Faubus action "the most un-
believable" aspect of the state
ipolitical scene.
Faubus, 56, former Ozark
mountains schoolmaster, said he
made the decision to quit "with
regret."
"I might never run for any-
thing else," Faubus said. "But
I might come back in two, four,
six or eight years."
A retirement banquet was ed in singing the Cummings
School Song.
Lonnie C. Briscoe, popular
civic and business leader, serv-
ed as toastmaster for the
occasion.
Many gifts, telegrams, a n d
other expressions of apprecia-
tion were received by the ho-
sented in the Walnut Room of noree from friends and rela-
the Sheration Motor Inn on fives.
Union Avenue. DAUGHTER IN AFRICA
Participating on the program Noticeably absent from the
were Rev, S. A. Owen, pastor occasion was Mrs. Andrewnetta
of the honoree's Metropolitan H Jones, daughter of Mrs.
Baptist Church, Miss Gaye L. Hawkins. Mrs. Jones is residing
Goenes, secretary at Cummings in Lusaka, Zambia, Central Af-
School, Rev. A. McEwen Wil- rica.
hams, Miss Emma Richardson, Among those present for Mrs.
a first grade classmate of Mr. Hawkins' "shining hour" were,
Hawkins, Miss Utoka Quarles, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar A. Hawk-
a dear friend. J. D. Springer, Ins, Jr., son and daughter-in-
principal of Booker T. Washing- law of the honoree, Rev, and
ton High School who commend- Mrs. Samuel Owen, Miss Fran-
ed Mrs. Hawkins for "having ces Tharpe, Mesdames Ruby
the good sense to get out and Gadiso and Rosa Clark, Mrs.
enjoy the fruits of her labor". Georgia Bumpus, Mrs. Mitchell
Mrs. H. M. Hooks, principal Wilkins, Mrs. Willie Frank Ben-
iof Cummings School presented ton, Mrs. Ernest Kirtland, Miss
.Mrs. Hawkins with a watch and Lydia Collier, Mrs. Ella a n d
a plaque on behalf of th eiMiss Bobibe J. Mathis, Miss
school's faculty, who later join- Emma Richardson, Mrs. Annie
Kinbrough, Mrs. Thirft
Cartwright, Ronald Clark.
Wendolyn Corley, Linda Cun-
ningham, and Maxine Hancoek.
Also Beverly Hightower, Che-
ryl Tohnson, Theodore Johnson,
Ethel Jones, Albert Langston
Jacqueline Massey, Margaret!
Marshall, Willa Jean Mathews.
Durry Mae Mcrris, Ella D. Per-
ino, Viola Pickens, Marjorie
Rambo, Albert Simmons and
Bessie Jean Slaton,
And Gloria Smith, Willie M.
Toles III, Louis Walls, Howard
Wright and Jennifer Jones.
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY • 86 PROOF • 01965, OLD CHARTER 01ST. CO., LOUISVILLE, at.
Tick-tock...tick-tock...
the Bourbon that





Elections are held every two
years.
LUNCHEON
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
of the college, will give his an-
nual luncheon for the aldmni
at 2 p.m. Saturday, May 28. He
will address the group at this
time on "the state of the col-
lege", the alumnus of the year
will be named and given a
plaque, and gifts will be pre-
sented to LeMoyne by the Gen-
eral Alumni Association, the Le-
Moyne Clubs and the reunion
Ethel Jones, Miss Imogene Bat-
tie. Mesdames Mamie L.
,Bridgeforth, Odessa R. Cox,
!Miss Daisy S. Currie, M e s-
idames Estelle M. Davis, Fran-
ces E. Davis, Maggie E. Dukes,
Roy W. Frye and Floyd R. Gar-
rett, Jr.
And Mesdames Freda F.
Greene, Imogene S. Gunn, An-
nie P. Higgins, Willie Lee Hol-
comb, Ruby L. Howze, Julia A.
Ivy. Melvin S. James, Mes-
dames Eunice T. Malone, Glo-
ria N. McKinney, Mildred
I. McLean, Bessie Merriweath-
er, Charlene W. Parker, Cozetta
H. Payne, Mary C. Perkins,
Bertha Price, Misses Nettye
Rupert and Barbara Griffin,
classes. Mesdames Bertha B. Sanders,
The Saturday date will be Lucille D. Scott, Virginia B.
opened with registration and a Taylor, Misses Eleanor J. Tin-
coffee hour, and closed with a
social event that night.
The reunion classes (1956, 19-
46, 1936, 1926, 1916 and 1896)
will present a program and re-
ception Friday night, May 27,
honoring the faculty o f L e-
Moyne. Mrs. Catherine Branch-
Simmons is general chairman 
Student s Ballof the reunion, and Mrs. Erie
Hill Rose the co-chairman.
GIFTS ASKED
Each member of a reunion
class has been asked to make
a gift to the college.
Alumni will worship in a body
Sunday morning, May 29, a t
Second Congregational Church.
Out-of-town alumni are e x- the Sheraton-Peabody mezza -
nine ballroom.
LeMoyne College will conduct
another six-week humanities
seminar this summer, June 13
July 22, for academically talent-
ed junior and senior high school
seniors.
Registration for the seminar
is scheduled for Saturday morn-
ing, June 11, at 9.
About 75 students with su-
perior academic ability are ex-
Three Memphians Named
To 'Who's Who' At TSU
Miss Elice M. Reese of Mem- tes, Trezevant; Levi Watkins
Jr., Montgomery, Ala.; A. Cphis has been named among
Wharton, Lebanon: Paul E. Wilthe 33 Tennessee State Univer- hams, McKenzue. and Doroth,
sity students listed in the 1966 J. Wingfield, Moscow, Tennes
edition of "Who's Who Among see,
Students in American Universi
ties and Colleges", according to
Dr. J. A. Payne, Dean of Stu-
dents. Two other Memphians,
A. Gates and Hallie Q. Jones
were also named for the na-
tional distinction.
Others elected for the honor
are L. C. Patson, Ottie Andre
Bryant, LaVilla J. Burton, Susie
MOTHER'S DAY HONOR / Lee Clark, Glenn Viola Conyers,
wish to honor my mother for
Mother's Day. She is the dear
,mother of 11 children. May God
bless her to live and see many
I more Mother's Days. Mrs. Doll
Carter lives at 1349 South ave.
1She is the beloved wife of Mr.Alber Carter and a member of
the Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church
at 1484 Pillow st., of which Rev.
3. L. Lindsey is pastor. Mrs.
Carter is a good church worker
and serves on the Usher Board.
She is the mother and mother-
in-law of Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Lambert of 1505 Mallory ave.
Marjorie A. Holman, Brenda J
Mayberry, Norma Pryor (Miss
ITennessee State); Annie M.
Rice, Myra Sherrell, and Nancy
Thelma J. Smith, all of Nash-'
. Others are Floria L. Acklini
and Patricia L. Jordon of South
Pittsburgh; Aline Carter, Halls;
Leon Carter, Toledo, Ohio, Ev-
elyn M. Clark, Trenton; Jacque-
line G. Crawford, Columbia,
Shela M. Dixon, Gallatin; Doro-
thy Granberry, Stanton; Ruby
H. Jones, Jackson, Don 'Lowry,
Savannah, Edith McGuire, At-
lanta, Ga.; Obie McKenzie, In-
dianapolis, Ind., Dorothy M.
Peete, Millington; David Rut-
ledge, Chattanooga; Daniel Sca-
[pf, DAISY
 •









LeMoyne To Conduct A
TECHNICOLOR'
Seminar For Talented JOHN FORSYliii
Mad KEIR DULIM'viewed by the seminar direc-
tor," Dr. Johnson said.
"This is not a remedial pro-
gram," Dr. Johnson added. "It
is assumed that the students
1who. attend the seminar have
mastered the basic academic
skills."
Faculty for the seminar will
ibe composed of graduate stu-
dents from major American uni-
versities selected by the South-
ern Teaching Program. As-
sistant instructors will be ad-
non and Queen Turnipseed, LeMoyne who will coordinate ]vanced undergraduate students 4, ,,-- - A MANMesdames Josephine G. Wade, the summer program. from Grinnell College. ,
Maude T. Walker, Clarkey R. "In order to be admitted, a Seminar courses will include
Williams, Alameda B. Lowe, student must be recommendediliterature, philosophy, history
Billie M. Green and Margretta as academically talented either and drama. Field tiips and 
 R. Young. lby his high school principal or guest lecturers also will be pro- TECHNICOLOR'
counselor, and must be inter- vided. I
Aliso HuntwERH-Unrowsil PicWre
— PLUS
Something Wild is  Coming Off! t
pected from Tennessee, Arkan-
sas, Mississippi, St. Louis, Chi-
cago, Cleveland, Detroit, N e w
York City and Washington, D.
C.
Friday Night
LeMoyne's annual spring ball,
sponsored by the college's Stu-
dent Government, is scheduled
for this Friday night, May 20, in
Roderick Diggs Jr., president
of the Student Government, said
the dance will begin at 9 and
continue through 1.
downtown and union 11%P.
Fashion specialists in sizes





sizes 38 to ,'2 ,
cool summer casual that washes like a dream, needs little
or no ironing . . . of Dacron polyester and cotton pastel
checks on white . . . graceful pleated skirt, self-belt and
Flattering V-neck . . . choose checks of pink, blue
green, each with white.
r 
MAIL ORDERS' Add .50e po,qtagr plus 4% for
id 
Tennessee delwerv.
J DOWNTOWN • 44 S. MAIN





pected to enroll in the seminar,
&cording to Dr. Ralph G. John-











At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year
ONLY. . . . $2095
If you want to do all your own shifting, the 4-.peed is Special with the Fairlane GTA is new Sport "Shift
kir you. Fairlane's optional 4-.peed manual tranunis- Cruise-O.-Mane Drive, which permits both manual
dm (available with V-S.) is fully synchronised with mai automatic shifting. For manual gear changing, move
higher numerical ratio in first gear. Gives fast takeoff shift itwr hack to Low (1) and upainft through ltid
from standing start Floor-mounted shift lever has posi- (2) and into High or Dive (D). Far fully automaur
five reverie-war lockout shifting, simply move lever to Drive end go!
FAIRLANES FAIRLANES FAIRLANES





A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . .
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!
BETTER BUY AT
HERIFF FORD




iiATUELDAY, MAY 21, 1966
1101EI4'S DAY AT Tot: — Presidents at
women% rtsces at Temente State mt.
lenity eajeyed hearing their special guests
dines 'Weems Face the Native: Responsi-
bilities and Res ards" der* recent Won
ea's Day. As international pasta participat
ed is the special assembly when seise es
entstanden mimes salient* at the anver•
dty were cited_ Condamine the discussion,
Iron left, are Mn. Amok Lal. New Delhi.
hides: Mrs. Illwambal. Etzabetkrille.
Reveille st the Comm: and reaniesce ban
presidents Regina Scott, Gary. Int: Wises
Hail: Myra Gmytisa. Jackseernik.
Weaseses Residence Cellitf; Anna ilimard.
Presidia. Te., Hanka Hale andUlvis
Tartar, Brownsville, Hale Hal. lee Ehm
Thies)
Memphis Pastor Leads Church Group
Revival In Nashvi▪ lle To Sponsor
Famed Memphis PuilicPeT evening' 
May Dr" Brewster live Four-Act Play
and composer. Dr. Vs- H e r- long serving as a channel to
bert Brewster delivered a se-- Wassail the gospel truths to a
ies of lectures and sermons at frustrated worid".
the Progressive Baptist Church
of Nasirnlle, Tennessee recent-
Dears J. Lewis Power of the,
American Bapest Theoloried
Seminary, for the effectiveness
of his -moving challenge t o
Christian clierehc000 in t h ej
church and extreme modern-
Om in the seminaries a n d
Otrietis Training programs
Dean PowelL who is also
tor of Progressive Baptis
church gives the following ac-
count of Reverend Brew
revival activities at his church:
"Dr. W Herbert Brewster. the
C!' inent scholar. preacher and
pastor of the Pilgrim Baptist
Church Memphis. oondinded
the Progressive Baptist Cinrde
most glorious. iellonnationsll
resivaL The messages were  
sod spiritually aspiring. D 1%1
essence. sincerity and power. l MAN J. L. PO
WELL Views On NewBrewster s.inhe with great 60-1.
an attractive edifice. with Bond Issuetempered with trunulity. The' .
Nashville Pub& 1611 I e beautiftd interior decoration of
remember the restribudon the siiietuars. with ani A
llow me zo sugoest to your
It rendered in tea city. educational building
 adding reader, that in making A deo_ A G..1
. died a hero, death in
The students from the Amen- the necessary fintonrig touch on how to vote on the S200 
Viet 
Nam' the fact that he was
can Baptist Theological Seznin- the physical plant., i million Bond Issue every citizesta 
Wig°, wither lessens or m-
an- atle°ded the service. each Mrs. Powell is a teacher atl Avoid disregard the
ar;creases the importance of his
A. and I. State University. libel death.
is the author at the hnoedilticill party that Pr"seed. Tbe G.I. lived In 
Chicago. Be
"Lights and Shadows" which is this 
improvement program- was justly honored by the com-
a history al the American Bap-i Kett In mild that Two are a try far which he gave his tife.
tist Theological Seminary froonemelesidar Is your Great Oty's The Mew news mods has
1924-1244. She supervises t 'largest corporation and one ghee front page arrerageto
youth activities of the chord. your Mame Erna Ihst his dory. Bet not the Chicago
A major theme which D r. standpoint also. ,Defender, which happens t
o be
Brewster emphasized was Many other Chicago corpora- a Meg» paper.
dire need for new evaluation. tines have made considerable It saw at to give front page
not only of the past history ti.imprevements is the past. some coverage to an act of violence
the Seminary. but of the pre- of them every year and why giving it preference over 
an act
sent status and what is beingIshoold our corporatiott be das- eeservuig at the cou
ntry s high-
done and taught oa the campus. sified **a slacker-. 'eat honor.
modernism becomes extremorr  
#111•Onnellunit11211111•111•11•111••••1111•••••
He took tbe positios that wher
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC 
•
something vhould be dope abro.•
  i CAR WASH $ 25iREV. IL B. BILIWITER • it.
Effective November 29 1%5 •
•  SA.114 VAL
New Subscription Order 1:• Sst. lUt. IP 6 PA•tot • Sas. Madly 
•
•
• lee hias I CM to 2 Pi 
•
a • Friday •
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH "
• 3100 Summer at Baltic •
Pbassawamm•••••••sommaimoselmose
Sandra Louise wow Taw
er Bertrairil High Scheel
,bas boos nominated ior the
inset Achieves,* Awards .140-,
gram. spossored by the Eadas-idat they have been admitted to .....eelatIstir aLtbey..._,__U•iallit'aP 
.
al (owe of Teachers at Ings-itme al the colleges af door rw° ''''' at a" a ilin7 ..- 
Prreridellee AME church will. Dr. curies .1e, Guy win
 be
I5 annul Calendar Tea i guest speaker during the musi-
lisk (NC-7E). idisies. bad litany have been 
Mrs Mary J Saha is t be ,aPairlaW
For the lunch year. !writ is,ora.&reel aehninnhip amis. wiener kw the N. 2 dam 
end abadaYgie Aglaia. ltawey22.. .Letancpe.mco. mat cal program
comicting the natiosal Awards amt. 
. dlers-theLlhankinderzMartmcCay is charge
posy Budding. WO Boole Street
.oeitpetitico to grant recogne hocenfilbeg le James R. Ague
seniors ior eacelleace is -Eng- 17. -he Achievement Awar de 
tesdad of the Sunday *chord -raid 
program will be Filaanted
Mrs. II A Yaw is seperie- n tashina distils,/ Me a six-
ties to ostetandiag WO school re_ Executive Seesetaa-* at W-
Iinne wdl he judged by local the Connell * asoperatios with ser Baptist church gleesessed &Public ia limited w be Present* 1
km the entertainment el those
Mt. The writ* abilities and P. gram in part ef a am:pre- NT. JOYNER BATT= who atteaded
 the Tea. mei
Ilierary awareness o: each sioni-•benoive program andsrtiduin by me young people at Ili Jou
and state conumittees. and MC-:Amerlean high adhanis to en—State ItaRy- cm Smaday. May
TE wel amonnee the winserslconrago impeovement is Lag- is. at Ills
.n December, tM. hlah lenelialle and reerature at Kies Elizabeth Anderson was
The Eimer's' names win be grade heeds. By stimuLating is- disieseale and Johmons Meach-1i
sesit to every U. S_ college sad terra in English sixties a a d am cayilluirmaa.
adversity director at admis- by swag* the improved is- Rev _ S. IL assoggism is pastor
skink Eaglish dept. chair- stroctios in English the NCTE of the church.
=ea. gicerersor. representauve seek' to centrist* to an ere.za-
o Congo -I and state superue ticiaal program at exce-:ence




A candlebght service MI be
preoeeted at Bethel Metbniht
chards an Sond.ay. May 22 at I
at pm., and the public in-
The church is located at fill !HAM D;
rite&
the pastor
Scott ave. Rev. C .1 Reed is I 01 :31SVeeol_ Gmt-JOICkS I
mirS.
THANK YOU NOTE
tsar, fronce• 114NI 4111 of
Row. Dove load wishes no tho•ok
voley
& flo..•rs óW U9 • or *My
I. 0•02.1.114. tee •1••
so owe& kw moor? ds and
osiers for ikon • c. of
Avery Chapel AKE wore made by Mrs. Hannah M. 
GREATER FIRST
was the seem af an impress. Lit Mn.. Sache Edwards
 sere-1 A n oid-taaltionsd. reMillaons
—live !shin= 
given by ikes0=4 ably as 
Mistress af Cereno- gospel program will be present-
tion-Lashrr Mimionary 
ed Sunday night, May 22, at
sees. 
' After the progra:n. every one Greater First Bapt
ist Church,:
room is Chdans at T p.m.on Mother's Day in the after- mired to the dining
where delicious party sandwich- Such croups will 
be featured
The program was two-fold lee, tea and frappe were served 
as the "Ft:ring Seietta. Hearts
A four-act play entitled_ "The
Call to Service," full of ro-
Dean Powell. according to Dr. ,
Brewster. is 
highly educate:1i mince, laughter and tears. will
1Y and den* dedi
cated to his dual eibe.7swebted ...„si_112 Bruce hall °is
Dr Brewster. pastor nf Foe task as pastor of the Progres, ...,,,,—“----fil
se_.... ''''‘rse,..seamres__,___an
grim Baptist church in Woe Eve Baptist Church and work in r ' 
ay u" Lu- 
May 
garisur
plus was rimedy praised b y the Sitallsary . . . his church, at cirzma is being presented
1 by the West Tennessee Confer-
ence Branch Missionary Socie-
ty of the African Methodist
lEpiscopal church. and will be
'directed by Mrs. Thelma G
Hooks and Mrs Ethel G Ber---
ere
landMembers ot the cast will be
Rev. and Mrs. J. C Miller. Mr.
Mns. Prentiss Goodman,
Ithooda and Sandra Goodman.
Mrs_ O'Neal Holley. Mrs. Imo-
gene T. Young. Mrs. Gertrude
1 C. V. F. Burrows. Adrian Tho-Smith. Mrs Gloria Ward. Mrs.
mai, Robert Parris. Mrs. Posse
F. Akxander and Mrs_ Mary
Harvey.
The public is invited
-Bertrand High Student
Is Nominated For Award
M. of elody. Douglass Ensemble..
:hot honor was given to moth- Mrs. Hattye Harrison is pees- and the Flying Clouds
ers, alive and deceased, and
tribute was paid to the pioneers
of mission work is Avery Cha-
pel and the Conference Branch
Missionary Society d the West
Tennessee Conference.
The occasion was stated by
Mrs. Fannie Grant after which
tribunes to Mesdames Effie
Williams. Lenora Shaw of Day-
ton, Ohio and Mrs. liattie Glov-
er. of Waudaington. D. C. (the
latter two were formerly of
Memphis) were given by Mrs.
Ratty. Harrison. The three
are the surviving early workers
of the Conference Branch Socie-
ty in this Conference.
T-ributes to Mesdames Lillie
Wmston Harriett Laster a n d
Emma Walker were given by
Mrs. Inez Williams. These la-
dies worked zealously to estab-
lish ressioe work in Avery Cha-
pel. Mr Lee Cunningham sans
a beautiful song paying tribute
to all mothers. He was accom-
panied by Harry Winfield
Presentations to the oldest
and youngest mothers. honored
guests and missionary workers
Kindly send me the Tri-State I
Defender to address below
ORo year $1.00 Six months 13.50:
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?Low booklet 'Wry Didn't Sonsom Tel
Me About All Tees* Uses for Iffnegaer Reedy
bps and recipes. Writes SPEAS COMPANY,







NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
lied Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Mice Your Order Now
roe individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
248 Vasa Ave. JA 74220
haimpaig, Termer
Coispowy Miss Mimi Tee Ask Fat Awl
Coates While Vow Thigh Or
eienamemdatise that triesie
be cossidered tor scholar-
araiLstassisanaccAwards Daabsts report
MOW IMIPTIOT Mrs Evelyn Davis.
The Weemas's Class Ns. 2 re- Rev 0. Bredusridge is pas-
craved the liesseial hems, and tor of Greater First Baptist
the kaulertutlea dam took the church
attendance boomer thrift a re-
deg of the society and Rev. The program 
being spurt_




,SALES • SERVICE•REPITA15 1
Phone
612-4637
482 S. Perkins Ext.
W. 
Rev. J. L. Gleese is pastor of
ithe church_
BRIGHT 'TAR
! The Bright Star Baptist
Church of Memphis is present-
ing the famed Rust College
Choir of Holly Springs, Miss
Sunday, May V. at 2:30 p.m.
at the New Salem Baptist














Post Office Sox 311
We will be happy Su
publish it for yes
"Free" Of Any
charges.
Watch "Lets go to the Races every Saturday night at
of 7 P.M. on WPACT TV Channel 5. Get your -FREE
"Let's go to the Races" cords at Big Star and Play
this exciting game. 1st roce winner wins $5, second
rote $10.00, third race, $25.00, third rote winner $100.00
and WA race winner $500.00. 5 Exciting different races
every Saturday night
You'll envoy the ercotessent of this thrilling show,
but you don't hove to be present to win. Winning
numbers will be posted at Big Star on Monday,





You may be o lucky winner. Get your b I u • cord
color this week with your numbers posted on your
cord. Invit• your friends and neighbors in for o
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A resolution to retain its pres-
ent slate of officers for one ad-
ditional term $.4 as adopted ey
the Tennessee Congress of Par-
ents and Teachers, meeting in
convention recently in Nish-
vale at the Rose Park Officers re-elected arc MN.
High school. M• S. Draper, Memphis, oresi-
The convention, attended by ldent; Mrs. 0: J. Hutchins, Mur-
delegates from all over t h e Phreesboro, first vice presiflent;
state was a memoriam for theF Mrs. D. C. 'Whitfield, Nash-
late Mrs. L. C. Reddick, h °Hine, second vice president;
twice served as state presu,ent, Mrs. 0. C. Suttles, Memoliss,
and treasurer of the National secretary; Mrs. Lillie Usery,
Congress of PTA. At the time Nashville, parliamentarian, itul
of her death, she was a mem- Wallace B. Brown, Chattanooga,
member-at-large.
During the convention it was
recommended by the Board of
Managers and adopted by the
Congress that the scholarship it
gives each year be named tho
-Mattie B. Reddick SchoL
ship Award" in honor of Mr
Reddick.
Mrs. Draper, Congress presi-
dent, chose the subject. "Three
Years In Retrospect" for h e r
annual address. She briefly re-
viewed the past and listed sohie
expectations of the future, pre-
sented a citation to Mrs. 0. J.
Hutchins and gave the "Presi-
dent's Service Award" to others
for outstanding service in pro-
moting child welfare.
Scholarships were presented
to Copeland West. Booker T.
Washington High School, Chat-
tanooga; Joyce Jones, Wiwi-
MRS. M. DRAPER stock High. Woodstock, Tenn.,
and Daisy Roberts, Burt Highher of the Board of Manalers School, Clarksville, Tennessee.iof the Tennessee Congress of Special guest of the conven-
tion Parents and !Teachers. She had was Mrs. Arthur P. Davis,!a reputation as "a dedicated past president of the Tennessee.leader in the task of promolii!g Congress, Mrs. Elizabeththe welfare of children and was 
(Judge) McCain, Tennesseeconcerned with everything that
Commission on Youth Gui-touched their lives".
dance: Dr. Darlyne Hudson,'In the resolution extending
State Dept. of Education; Char-the Congress's officers official
lepositions for one additional t:Tms Bynum, Polio Foundation;,
and Maylon Griffith, Employ-it was pointed out thacit came
, ment Representative of thein connection with the move to,
Stateunify the Tennessee Congress of Department of Pereonnel.
Colored Parents and Tea..liers The national meeting of the
Cwith the Tennessee Congress of ongress will be held at t h e
Parents and Teachers, two PTA Chisca Plaza Motel in Memphis
organizations, Negro and white. on June 18-21 inclusive, accord-
The resolution reads, -Who.re- mg to Mrs. Christine D. Hill,
director of publicity for t eas the present administration
has started a move to unify the Congress.
Tennessee Congress of Parents.— —
and Teachers; be it resolved
that the Tennessee Congress of
Colored Parents and Teachers,
retain the present slate of ef-i
ficers for one additional .ei 111,





will present its annual Spring
Revue on Wednesday nigh t.
May 18, featuring grades o n e
through three, and on Thursday
night, May 19, grades four
through six.
Both programs will start at
7, and will be presented in the
school catetorium.
The programs will consist of
a variety of entertainment by
pupils and guest artists. T h e
public is invited. Admission will
be 50 cents.




The Museum of Negro History.
and Art is an educational, non-i
profit institution interested in
achieving a better cultural un-
derstatuting among the dif-
ferent ethnic groups in our com-
munity.
We feel that it is important
for the peace and well being ,of
our city that the different ethnic
groups understand each other.
Many white and Negro school
children visit our museum regu-
larly. Many adults visit us
also. We have been established'
-- five years now and exist by the
grace of volunteers and indivi-
dual donations. We have no
paid staff or endowment.
We ask your readers and our
fellow Chicago citizens for aid.
We want to become even more
effective. We greatly need
typewriters, files, a mimeo-
graph machine, a photo-offset
duplicator, film strip and movie
projectors, Xerox or a similar
duplicating machine, books con-
cerning Negro and African lite
and history and other items.
The above things need not be
new. If any of your readers car.




The Grand Worthy Matron of
the Order of the Eastern Star
will make her official visit to
Memphis, Saturday, May 21-22.
She will be headquartered at
the MasOnic Temple on Fourth
Street.
Meetings will begin at 10 a.m.
each day.
Local Eastern Star members
and their chapters are being
urged to attend all session s.
Business of importance to all
members is on the agenda.
nessee Congress of Colored .`:i
mile and Teachers unites *Ai
the Tennessee Congress of P
rents and Teachers . .
ever occurs first".
WINNERS Don Lowry
of Savannah, Tenn., and Miss Dorothy
Granberry of Stanton, Tenn., are two A. &
I. State University seniors who have been
granted fellowships for continued study by
FELLOWSHIP
Manassas Girl
Miss Perry Jean Murry a
senior at Manassas High School.
was second place winner in an
oratorical contest based on
"Law Day USA" compelit:on,
among high school students.,
Her prize was a $25.00 Savings
bond.
Miss Murry competed with
the Rockefeller
Woodrow Wilson Foundation respectively,




nine other students from Negro
and white schools in this are.i.'
Most of her competitors were
boys.
The Manassas Senior I, a s
coached by Mrs. Rebe B. Fir
gal, veteran Manassas facu;t::.
' member and speech teache:„
Credit for helping to motivake
Contest
the student was also given to
Mrs. Hilde Smith, her home-
room teacher.
She receiVed her prize duriag
the Law Day U. S. A. banquet
given in the lloliday Inn tRiv-
ermont) on May 2. Speaker for
.the occasion was Senator Rom-




WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Selective Service announced!
Monday it would give anothe0
chance to thousands of collegel
students who mizsod the April
23 deadline for signing up for!
qualification tests that will helpl
determine whether they keep
their draft deferments.
I About 1 million students had ,
applied by the deadline, nhivii
(ell on a Saturday. But additional
thousands had failed to sit,n up
until the last moment and found
that local draft board were
closed on that day.
Tests had been scheduled foi
May 14, May 21 and June 3 at
1,200 locations in the 50 states,
Washington, D.C., the Canal
Zone and Puerto Rico.
The Service said a fourth test
will be given "in the latter part
of June" and that details would
be announced within two weeks.
The same eligibility standards
will prevail. Students wanting
to take the late June test must
be Selective registrants who
want occupational deferment as
students.
No student may take the test
twice.
The official announcement
said the late June examination
will be for registrants in ..he 25
classification "who for some
reason" were unable to take the
exam previously.
National draft headquarters
and local boards have been
flooded with inquiries from stu-
dents who missed the deadline
for the first three tests a n d
from persons inquiring on be-
half of students.
about the amount of paper in a tea bag?
There's no question about your
getting delightful flavor from
a tea bag. The question is:
which size and shape bag lets
you get all the right flavor?
Which one fits to a T?
If the bag's too small, the
tea can't expand properly to
give you full flavor. If the
bag's too big, it can give
your tea a "papery" taste.
Probably only a professional tea taster
could detect it. But...
we care
We still make our own tea bags.
Right size and shape to
give you all the exotic
flavor you pay for. Which
brings up another point.
Price. A &P Teas prove fine
teas needn't be expensive.
COPYRIGHT 1966f THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO..114C..
•
OPEN TIL 9 P.M, DAILY




WHERE YOU WILL BE
SERVED WITH COURTESY
etufte See Skit cud Save/
SUNNYFIELD
PURE LARD









WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
THESE FINE A&P FOOD STORES SERVING THE
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U. S. Policy In Viet Nam
Increasing anxiety over American
policy in Viet Nam is reflected in some
of the leading British newspapers. The
London Observer devoted nearly half a
page, in bigger-than-usual type, to the
question: "Has America walked into
China's trap?"
The paper said that although both
President Johnson and Kosygin have
been at pains to keep the lines between
Washington and Moscow open. the deep-
er America's involvement becomes in
South Viet Nam, the more the Soviet
Union is drawn into it and the greater
is the likelihood that the slender rela-
tions between the two super-powers will
be shattered.
Indeed, it seems possible, the Ob-
server remarked, that America may be
"walking into a trap deliberately set by
China with the intention of achieving
precisely this result. After months of
gradual intensification by both sides of
the struggle in South Viet Nam, the
Americans recently showed serious in-
tentions of attacking North Viet Nam.
What did Peking do? It gave the Ameri-
cans a plain hint that if they did this,
China would not enter the war."
The Observer then quoted an
American journalist. Edgar Snow, as
saying that Mao Tse-tung told him China
would go to war only if America attacked
Chinese territory; and when the Ameri-
cans bombed, the paper said, Peking was
as good as its word.
China's tactics make sense if the
prime object of her policy is to embroil
the United States in a conflict with
Russia over a war of liberation and thus
put Soviet foreign policy into an im-
possible position. This, indeed, has to
some extent already been achieved.
If Russia does not now come to the
rescue of North Viet Nam. China will
have succeeded in branding the Soviet
leadership as the betrayers of inter-
national Communism.
The Observer argued that America's
dilemma is almost the same as Russia's
but in reverse. There is no real solution
"as long as Washington refuses to accept
some sort of compromise. It must be
realized that the enemy is no longer an
ideological opponent; the enemy is in-
ternational chaos."
And, the paper said, America's com-
pensation for the apparent defeat by
Communism in Viet Nam would be pre-
venticn of this."
The Sunday Times, however, plead-
ed for continued backing of American
policy in Viet Nam Prime Minister
Harold Wilson and the foreign secretary
are perfectly right, the Times said, to
continue to work through diplomatic
channels for a conference, or at least
contacts, which could point the way to
a settlement.
Except for papers to the left, most
British dailies support the Administra-
tion's policy in Asia. Though they would
like to see the crisis arrested through
some workable and mutually satisfac-
tory formula, they are not prepared to
condemn the United States for the pre-
sent military operation.
Fear Of The Law
We hope that New Jersey's Gov-
ernor Richard J. Hughes is correct in
assuming that the hard-core opposition
to civil rights has been broken by the
Civil Rights Act. Events in Selma and At-
lanta do not justify that optimism.
The attitudes of big-city states of
the North do not provide an accurate
barometer of social change. "I think,"
says the governor. "there is now a bet-
ter feeling alymit civil rights among the
people. The white backlash has evaporat-
ed. There is no longer the universal
hard-core opposition that we had before
the act."
There are few notable instances in
Dixie where logic and a sense of respect
for the new social order have dictated
a transformation in policy and outlook.
Gov. Hughes sees the passage of
the a c t as a philosophic milestone in
which the opposition has reconciled itself
to an orderly transition to equality in
housing. education. employment, and
public accommodation.
The governor's own state is no
3aragon of virtue on racial equality and
s no model of voluntary compliance with
:he new Civil Rights Act. Barber shops,
restaurants, and motels and hotels in
New Jersey still are clinging to _their
tradition of refusing to accommodate
Negroes. True, they are using a different
technique. But what's the difference
when the result is the same?
They've stopped saying, "We don't
admit or serve colored people." The new
tune i8: "We're sorry, there is no
vacancy at the moment; otherwise we
would be glad to accommodate you." Or,
"This table or chair is reserved; come
back later or tomorrow."
This pattern is being followed by a
goodly number of cities North and South.
The segregationists are trying to see
how much infraction of the law they can
get away with. and how long before the
federal government acts.
The Civil Rights Conference, held
in Washington last year to brief the
representatives of some thirty states on
the operation and requirements of the
1964 Civil Rights Act, did not create
the psychological climate for strict ob-
servance of the law.
Instead, it led to the belief that the
federal government would hesitate to
use the big stick to force compliance
with the law. That was a grievous error.
The South will take its own good time
to obey the law, knowing very well that
federal authorities will exercise patience
and leniency before engaging in any
severe confrontation.
Only fear of the law will create the
proper climate for compliance. Nothing
else can; nothing else will.
A Spanish Dream
Oa
Repossession of Gibraltar has been
in's dream for years. Dictator
ranco's foreign minister goes to Lon-
don next week 'to begin negotiation for
"the Rock." Britain has agreed to talk,
but is unlikely to accommodate the
Spanish desire.
The people of Gibraltar themselves
are opposed to any transfer of-allegiance
or change of status. What good are the
talks?
The Spaniards think they have a
trump card which they might use to
embarrass Britain if London denies their
wishes. Britain's airstrip is on annexed
territory that separates Gibraltar from
the Spanish mainland.
Franco has indicated in official
circles that he might appeal to the World









For the past 15 years we
have been told that the only
way to give the lower income
class people and their children
good housing is through Urban
Renewal. The theory is to tear
down all old and net sa cld
buildings and replace them with
big new housing projects.
Emphasis was given to iiuge
lawns and playgrounds, so the
children of our corning genera-
tion can grow up in the right
environments. After spending
hundreds of million of dollars.
what have we accomplished?
In the huge Sandburr,Villagr
project, only 10 per cent of the
tenants living in the LISS apare
meats have children aud ries(
of these have only one or two.
In the big Prairie Shore proj-
ect, it's the same story, most
families move to the suburbs
when the children get of school
age.
In other projects some of tse
big new. buildings have Just a
few. children, others have none
at all, and the playgrounds aid
huge lawns are deserted. What
happened to all the many cSil.
dren who used to live and play
in the neighborhood?
Their parents could not af-
ford to live in these new high
rise or deluxe buildings, so they
had to move into another neigh-
borhood, overcrowding t h e
schools and playground facili-
ties, ending up with the same
overcrowded facilities as they
bad before or they ended up
in a huge public housing proj-
ect, overpopulated with chil-
dren in the building and the
playground, living in an insti•
ktional atmosphere.
This has been the general
story in the past 15 years. Now
the city intends to pass a one-
hundred-and-ninety-five million
dollar hoed issue, repayable by
the property owners of Chic a.
go; Se million of which is . for
additional Urban ReoewaL
Will cur children benefit by
Oat: huge expense as they have
in the past? More huge pro-
jects with very few children in
it and empty playgrounds? Is
this the answer to the prietems





I have read thoroughly your
newspaper on several occasions
and find that in my opinion it
is usually well balanced in local
and regional news, display ad-
vertising. classified ads and oc-
casional features and editorials.
At times your paper does tend
little toward sensationalism
and I think in these times a
slightly more conservative slant
is more advisable.
At this time there is a glad
deal of interest in the matter
of national, state and govern-
mental conservational policies,
now more important perhaps
than in yesteryear.
Conservation, while a govern-
mental matter, is also a matter




You learn the hard way that
it is always dangerous to ex-
press a point of view. But it
gets to be a habit. So. here I
go again.
Beale Street, about which I
have commented long and fer-
vently over a perioi of length-
ening years. has finally been
given the official recognition on
a national level it has long de-
served. The Secretary of the In-
tenor of the United States has
authorized that the famed
"street of the blues" be desig-
ated as a national historic
landmark.
The significance of this step
is many-fold. There aren't t o o
many places or ineittitions as-
sociated with the Negro which
have been so designated. It is
considered an outstanding honor
for any American locale to re-
ceive such recognition.
So, here's something for
Memphians and Mid-Southern-
ers all over to lean back and
crow about . . . loud and long.
For the benefit of those who
might not see any importance
in designating a shabby looking
Up For Grabs And Does Election
Hate Still 1st On Ala.'s Hit Parade?
for the individual. Conservatice,
is a very broad concept.
It is hoped that your publi-
eation would print a few more
articles favoring conservation
as a government consideration.
and also for individual consid-
eration.
Many areas of this city are
gradually improving, and it is
hoped the good citizens will en-
deavor to continue local area
improvements. Sweeping t h e
sidewalks and streets, painting
up and clearing away old trash
is the way toward a seater city






I hope every citizen of Illi-
nois will support Governor Ker-
ner in his proposal to repeal
the odious requirements now in
existence regarding 1 o y alty
oaths.
In the present atmosphere of
semi - hysteria that surrounds
many public issues. Governor
Kerner is all the more to be
congratulated for speaking out
at this time. He deserves the
support of all true Americans.
If some may have overlooked
the issues, a loyalty oath of
this kind is in the first place
truly useless in achieving is
objectives. It pretends to be an
instrument to uncover Commun-
ist subversion. In reality the
only people who could take this
oath with complete honesty
would be Communists them-
selves.
Moreover an oath of this sort
is insulting by implication
the people who are required to
take it. It assumes that they
are not to be trusted. It sub-
verts the whole principle on
which we in America have al-
ways lived, that a man is pra-
sumed to be loyal to this coun-
try until the opposite has been
proved.
Bi.t even worse from my point
of view is the injury it does
to the sanctity of oaths. Oaths
should be holy things. With an
oath we call upon God to wit-
ness the truth of what we say.
But when we are required by
law to call upon God to wit-
ness the truth of the obsions
we are bringing the whole pc -
tion of taking oaths into con-
tempt_
Americans who are required
to swear ia this manner csn-
not help but feel a degree of
resentment against the w hnle
procedure that will of neceseity
carry over into the court room
and to other vital areas of pub-
lic life.
It is a false. not to say phony
patriotism that relies upon this
kind of nonsense ot promote our
country's welfare. The sooner
we get this thing off the statute
books, the better for the State
of Illinois and for the United
States of America.




Apparently when a man is
called a "Communist" anything
goes, if it can be used to "scan-
dalize his name." This was, I
suppose, the justification for the
recent vilification of Claude
Lightfoot.
The most shocking part of
this slanted piece of journalism
was the publication of alleged
private conversations of Com-
munist co • workers, recorded
presumably by the latest scien-
tific techniques in the invasion
of privacy, and turned over to
the press by the police. For
good reason, such dubi ous
"snoopers" testimony would be
banned in any court of law.
It is hard to measure which
is more despicable: the degen-
eration of law enforcement in-
to such character assassination,
or the lapse of journalistic eth-
ics in printing such garbage.
The Defender was Lot the
only newspaper guilty of this
transgression of the principle of
fair play. But it might have
been hoped that the Defender
would have been more sensitive
ONLY IN AMERICA ..
to the bias shown towelsl tee






People living in Robert Tay-
lor Homes or any project built
for the low-income group have
problems. I met my wife liv-
ing in one at 62nd and Calumet.
She iived on the 15th floor.
When the weather was bad, the
elevator would stop running,
and we would have to walk up
or down.
We moved out into a new
home that we are now buying.
We still have problems with
the neighborhood teens. 0 u r
back window has been broken
three times. The kids play on
our grass: people bring their
dogs in our back yard because
we haven't purchased a fence
as yet.
However, we must learn to
spend some of our time in block
clubs getting our neighbors to-
gether to vote for candidates
that will help the Negro.
What is needed in Robert
Taylor Homes are meetings.
The residents must work hard
to unite the voting power, so
that the ward committeeman
and the alderman know that
if they don't do something to
help, they'll get voted out of
office.
They must keep begging,
picketing and praying, but they
must also work hard to get the
things they want.
Crying won't solve the prob-
lem. Where people live in
such large groups, one can ex-
pect the kind of discontent,
crime and violence that i s
happening in the Taylor proj-
ects.
I suggest that everyone get
into the ring and work together
to improve conditions. Charles
Chew should come in and im-
prove the problem. All the can-




throw-back like Beale Street
for such an honor, it might be
well to take advantage of this
space to spread a little history.
In the first place, Beale Eireet
is a symbol of the Negro's past.
It was at one time the heart
of the Memphis ghetto associa-
ted with the Negro. Arid out of
it came the pulsing heartbeats
of the Negro's best aspiratiers,
as well as his lustiest exprk”--
sions of the will to live. It vs,
the center of Negro business at
one time. Negro musicians hies
their first tunes there. Negre en-
tertainers belted their fir.t
songs there and tapped the c
ccphony of its rhythms on is ss
ed dancing feet.
Beale Street was more rhos
a place "where business neo-r
closed till somebody got killee
Instead its true meaning w a
caught in the blues tunes of the
"blind men on the corners" . .
saying, "I'd rather be le ,e
than any place I know".
Some of the South's and 'ss
nation's greatest Negro politi-
cians were spawned on eseee
street. They are best sym-
bolized by Lt. George W. Lee,
the late Robert R. Church, Atte
Joseph Settles, and Dr. .1. B.
Martin. Great orators, civic
leaders, and educators had !heir
roots in Beale Street. including
the former Memphis Negro
newspaper woman. Mrs. I d a
Wells, who was chased to Chi-
cago for her views. Prof. Blair
T. Hunt, Dr. R. Q. Venson. Res.
T. 0. Fuller, Prof. G. P. Ham-
ilton, Ralph Wright, and Rev.
Sutton E. Griggs.
In the second place, Beale
Street has a legitimate claim t3
the distinction of being cla -"ed
as the "place where the biues
were born". Now, it's true
that many present-day Negres...s
are a bit leery of being pub-
licly associated with those indi-
go tunes, called the '•blues".
But the fact remains that when
W. C. Handy captured the tirst
blues tune on paper, he laid the
foundations for swing, jazz, bop.
and other present-day forms ct
popular music. It was a contri-
bution to American culture that
informed Americans recognize
and respect. And it all stemmed
from the passionate pavements
of Beale Street . . the stomp-
ing ground of the so-c a 11 e d
"common Negro''.
Its rather justly ironic that
this is the Negro who has
brought distinction to Memphis
and its environs.
JACKIE ROBINSON SAYS • .
Sen. Scott Showed
Courage On TV
We have always had great re-
spect for Sen. Hugh Scutt of
Pennsylvania. He is one of the
truly liberal ta much mis-used
word) Republicans who has
spoken and fought for racial













Hugh Scott was one of the
persons who sounded off early.
predicting the party would suf-
fer deeply if the Arironlan were
made the candidate.
1865 Paper Proves Some News Never Changes
By HARRY GOLDEN
One of my friends brought
over an old New York news-
paper. its date was April 6.
1865. so it was published the
week before Lincoln's assastna-
lion. The Union Army had in-
vested Richmond and the "Her-
ald", published and edited by
James Gordon Bennett, report-
ed that Jefferson Davis was
moving the Confederate gov-
ernment to Danville, Virginia.
Edwin 11 Stanton, the Secre-
tary it War,













b I a carriage GOIAPY.N
and suffered a broken collar-
bone and also a broken arm
between elbow and shoulder.
A week later, of course, Lew-
is Paine (John Wilkes) Booth's
accomplice, would try to kill
the Secretary of State as he
lay confined to his bed. Though
helpless under the attack, Sew-
ard rolled from his bed to the
floor and thus saved his life.
There was a war between
Brazil and Uruguay. the news
was contradictory since the re-
ports were filed by opposing
Ministers of War. But the true
fascination of an old newspaper
is reading the standard inclu-
sions, the one which never
change; marriages and deaths,
advertisements, the highs and
the lows reported on the Stock
Exchange; the ebb and flow of
daily life.
"Dear Sir." begins one of the
ads. "It affords me pleasure to
add say testimony to the many
others of the good qualities of
'Constitution Water. I believe,
sir, that it is the great panacea
for disease of the kidneys.
-I have been afflicted with in-
flammation of the kidneys and
irritation of the bladder for nine
years, contracted when travel-
ing South and West, change of
climate and water. Have treat-
ed with the best physicians but
could get no relief. I was in-
duced by a friend of mine to
try 'Constitution Water.'
I have now nearly used two
bottles and must say that I be-
lieve the disease entirely cured.
I cheerfully recommend it to all
suffering from like difficulty.
Very truly yours, R. W. Flint,
North at.. St. Mark's Place."
Garibaldi's daaghter, Teresi-
ta, gave birth to a boy at Ca-
pri. By his grandfather's de-
sire the child was christened
Lincoln in honor of the Ameri-
can President who abolished
slavery.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" was
playing at the Bowery Theatre
and Richelieu was at Niblo's;
at the Salle Diabolique, Robert
Heller entertained with "illu-
sions and comic solos", and
the New York Museum of Ana-
tomy which mut offer nothing
but burlesque announced it was
open from 10 a.m. until 10 p.m.
Erie Railroad Preferred stock
sold at 75; Reading Railroad
Common at an 100 and gold
sold down that day to 152.
It is a small experience of
the day, to read an old news-
paper, but It can be depress-
ing. Today In 11164 American
troops still deploy somewhere,
stocks will move up or down.
and I suppose assassins still
walk among us.
The news from the rialto. I
suppose, and the little Lincoln
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Mrs. Venson Says 'Thanks' Both Sides Stick
Mrs. Ethyl H. Venson, former far beyond the role of duty ni To Their Guns In
head of city's Community Ac-,the extablishment of a sound
lion Program of the 0E0 sent and workable anti-poverty pro MSU CIA Mess
out letters last week publicly gram. They include Tom Hayes
thanking all news media of the Taylor Hayes, Rev. Roy Love. LANSING, Mich. — (UPI) —
Weaver Submits $2.4 Billion Test Program
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Robert C. Weaver, secretary of
Sousing and Urban Develop-
HUD Chief Makes Debut In Congress
area for "the excellent cover. Rev. C. M. Lee, Mrs. Margaret;  Both sides stuck to their guns ir.t, asked Congress yesterl
. M. Watson-during 
funds had resulted in improve-,grams in the past. He promised
age of the anti-poverty p r o-.Valiant, Mrs. N a legislative hearing op day to approve the start of a 'ban 
programs with the statements in building, mass trans-,to submit a list of accomplish-
gram during my term of officel Mrs. Hattie Sengstack, official and local community making oP,portation and other urban pro-Iments resulting from past plan-
ed the Tri-State Defender; Dr. 
whether a Michigan State Uni---. billion42 4  test proikam aimed
pril 30th, 1966". 
versity Advisory Project provid.! ' .from November 1st, 1965 to A-I
'and Mrs. LeLand Atkins; Mr- ecl cover for Central Intelligence 
at replacing city slums. with
. !Stephen Nelson, Mr. J. Z. How. Agency (CIA) operations in model neighborhood commum-
She expressed special grati-iard, Memphis Press-Scimitar;.viet Nam, ties.
tude to Mayor W. B. lngramIlltr. Virgil Wilder, Jr., James 
for appointing her to the posi-IGraham, Judge Kenneth Turner MSU President John A. Han-1 
Weaver, in his first appear-
tion, and to each of the city!Mr. Eric Anderson, Radio Sta.inah, defending the hiring of five' 
ance before Congress on a leg-
and county commissioners who tion WD1A; Mr. 0. Z. Evers, men to help train the 
Vietna-:islative matter, ran into sharp
made it possible for her to per- Unity League: Mr. Pete Brown,imese police in counter-subver- 
questioning from Sen. Paul
form her job. Washington, D. C. 
D-111., sponsor of the
She expressed thanks to the 
!sion techniques,' declared, '•1 Douglas.proposal called The Dem,,nn-
'will defy anyone to see anything,stration Cities Act of 1966."
in the personnel reports on the
men in question that would in-
dicate any connection with the
CIA."
ministers of the city of varying
denominations who "worked dil-
igently with me to seek meth.Astronaut? Peril
ods to implement the anti-pov-
erty Program in Memphis". reared By Russ
But magazine writers Warren
She. also included, in her ex- i MOSCOW — (UPI) StudiesHinckel III and Stanley K.
pression of appreciation execu- of the Russian dogs that spent Sheinbaum, a former MSU
tives, officials, and staff mem•I22 days in space indicate that faculty member, repeated
bers of the various centers of prolonged space flight may charges published last month in
city and county government; cause permanent, debilitating Ramparts Magazine and tests-
the officials and staff members changes in the bodies of astro- fied the university was "fully
of the social agencies, and pri-Inauts, Russian space scientists aware" the CIA sleuths infiltrat-
vete civic groups that w e n ti said. led the program.
According to Weaver, the pro-
posal would utilize existing
federal rent programs to make
a combined attack on city
slums. To spur the urban pro-
grams, the federal overnment
would provide additional money
to help cities pay their share
of the projects.
For example, the federal gov-
ernment now pays between 60
and 90 per cent of various ur-
the differences. Under the pro-
posal, 62.4 billion in federal
funds would be made available
over a five year period to local
fling funds
Under the cities demonstra-
tion program, Weaver said cen-
tral direction would be given
to implementing various pro-
grams to rejuvenate existing
urban residential areas.
Housewives Give Report ror Quarter
The quarterly report of the lo- chell, secretary, Mrs. R ugh The
governments to help pay their cal Housewives Lea fgues, o r •Boyd treasurer, being elected. ed for 2115 Lyon Street.
share of the costs
But, Weaver said, only $12
million would be needed during
the year beginning July 1 for
planning a n d development
grants to cities seeking eligibil-
ity in the program.
"I'm inclined to believe this
planning money used for such
things as studying improved
building techniques is money
down the rathole," Douglas
said. "We've been fed a lot of
fine flowery language a n d
haven't had any improved
building techniques."
Weaver said the planning
next meeting is schedul-
1966 was issued last week. On March 3rd, the League l gram chairman is Mrs. Ruth
Pro-
Beginning on January atk_thet at 2127 Stovall, with Mrs. Nevels, who also serves as re-
League met at 2164 St ov a 11 ortense Crivens as hostess..
Tribute was paid to the late porter.Mrs. Ruth Boyd served as host-I
Kess. With Mrs. Eva Sims, con- ate Smith an
d the late Pres-
ducting devotion. Plans w e r
ident John F. Dennedy. M r s.e
later made for an installatior The
lma Bailey installed all teof-
meeting. After a light lunch, 
ficers. Whi Summer
the meeting was adjourned. On April 8th, the League held
On February 3rd, the League its meeting at 2020 Nedra, Mrs.
met at 2168 Stovall, with Mrs. Ophelia Johnson hostess. Mrs.





tarroutine business the meet- 
ed a
subject
ing was opened for election, gram, entitled "The Four Cros-
with Mr. J. D. Braswell, C. M.,ses". Mrs. Hortense Crivens crocheted and lacy textured
Mrs. Mary Braswell, director,i was in charge of the song serv-
Mrs. Hortense Crivens, assist- ice. The meeting was closed by 
stockings. Look also for pastels,
ant director, Mrs. Bertha Mit-ithe chaplain, Mrs. Eva Sims. 
with yellow leading the way.
—
It looks like a white summer
for feminine gams. Numerous
stores report they're doing a












MAIN AT JEFFERSON • DOWNTOWN • 525-1381
Free One Hour Parking At Any Parkrite Garage.
CELEBRATING 61 YEARS
Rhodes-Jennings brings you another one of
their great Birthday Sale Events. Our
Greatest Sale of the Year. Special prices in
all departments on brand-new merchandise
offered at special low introductory prices.
Whatever your needs may be, we recommend





OUR GIFT TO YOU WITH THE PURCHASE OF $100.00
OR MORE DURING OUR ANNIVERSARY SALE. . .
A VACATION FOR TWO
At Fabulous Miami Beach
Accommodations for 4 Days and 3 Nights
of Fun in the Sun at the Atlantis Hotel and
or Sea Isle Hotel. Complimentary guided
tour to a new Florida community. Plenty
of entertainment. Transportation to and
from Miami not included. 1
MATCHED SLEEP SETS
EXCITINGLY PRICED FOR SAVINGS.
dier.
On this elegant Mattress
and matching
Box Springs set
Thousands Formerly Sold At This Price
SEALY SLEEP SET
QUALITY FEATURES
SEALY'S COSTLIEST DEEP QUILTING * EXTRA FIRM BUILT FOR MORE RESTFUL SLEEP
DECORATOR COVER FORMERLY USED ON SEALY'S MOST EXPENSIVE MATTRESS
SAGGING ENDED WITH EXCLUSIVE EDGE GARDS * DURO-FLANGE INSURES SMOOTH SURFACE FULL SIZE OR TWIN SIZE
EvERYTHING ABOUT THIS SEALY
MATTRESS PROCLAIMS TOP VALUES:
Firm Construction • No Sagging Edges With Patented Edge-
Gards • Smooth, Button Free For Restful Sleep • Heavy Woven
Stripe Cover For Extra Durability • Hundreds of Co-ordinated,
Tempered Steel Coils • Here Are Features of Mattresses Costing
Much, Much More.
SEALY'S ONCE A YEAR
SEALY SLEEP SET
$68"
FOR THE SET, MATCHING MATTRESS
AND BOX SPRINGS
OFFER GOOD THRU MAY 31
"TERMS"
$1 00 $100
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erma lee laws raw I
"If you have balk castles in the air, 'our work need not be
lost; that is where they should be. Now put foundations
under them." — Henry David Thoreau.
BABY TALK: MARIA and DR. CHARLES PINKSTON have
a beautiful new addition to their lovely family of little ones in
the person of BONNIE COLLEEN who made her arrival April,
24, at Crump hospital. She's the baby sister of TOYA ESTELLE,:
LLOYD DOMINI, and CARMEN RAQSEL. Each child has a
Saint's name.
WEDDING BELLS: Pretty RICK! JEAN McGRAW, daugh-
ter of MR. AND MRS. J. C. McGRAW, became the bride of
IVORY JOHNSON, Saturday afternoon at the FRIENDSHIP
BAPTIST CHURCH with the REV. W. A. SUGGS, pastor offi-
ciating. The newly-weds are both students at MEMPHIS STATE1
UNIVERSITY from which the groom will be graduated this
June.
The lovely young bride who is a Junior at the University
is a graduate of FR. BERTRAND HIGH SCHOOL where she,
reigned as "MISS BERTRAND" and is also an HONORARYI
CO-ETTE.
The groom who is the son of MR. AND MRS. J. C. JOHN:
SON, SR., is a graduate of MELROSE HIGH SCHOOL and a
member of KAPPA ALPHA PSI FRATERNITY. The couple was
complimented with a wedding reception immediately following
the ceremony at the home of a good family friend, MRS. MARY
E. LEWIS on GLENVIEW.
And Thursday May 12. was the wedding day of LUCILLE
ISH and ENOS GLOVER MATTHEWS both of Chicago. This MRS
sell-known couple was married in the PARK MANOR CON-
GREGATIONAL CHURCH with the REV. ARTHUR GREY, pas-
tor, performing the ceremony. The bride, who was given in
marriage by her father. DR. G. W. STANLEY, ISH, SR., well
Isnown surgeon of LITTLE ROCK, ARK., wore pale green which
was a perfect foil for her natural auburn tresses.
DR. JEWEL COBB. noted NEW YORK CITY physician who
won wide acclaim for her endeavors in cancer research served
her friend as matron of honor.
BANNER YEAR FOR WALKER ELEMENTARY
present school year has been a banner year for the
Walker Avenue Elementary school which jumped to a mem-
bership of 1.526, second largest for the state. From left are
seen C. J. Patterson, Jr., principal, accepting Roving Tro-
phy from Mrs. V. Fifer, PTA president, who brought it back





From Nashville meeting of the Tennessee Congress of Color-
ed Parents and Teachers; Mrs. 0. V. Catchings, with trophy
presented school by the Bluff City Council for highest mem-
bership increase in city, and Major Blanchard, who report-




Division of the United States Department of Health and Public
The attractive bride is an area supervisor of the Mid-West Action
Welfare. The groom is a stock broker and native Chicagoan. He! 
The American housewife and the parallel between packaging
is the son of MRS. P. N. MATTHEWS of Chicago and the late her family regard packaging a and a faithful but flawed friend,
MR. MATTHEWS. bit like an "all-too-human" and other guest speakers ela-
Immediately following the ceremony, the couple was feted friend: well-intentioned, honest berated on the comparison.
with a reception supper by the bride's father, at the home of for the most part, generally — •
ATTY. and MRS. B. G. CLANTON. Mrs. Clanton is the sister though not always — helpful, This year's Mrs. America said
of the bride's mother, the late MRS. LILY LUCILLE ISII, of and inclined to exaggerate.
she believed the average house-
LITTLE ROCK.
This, was the consensus of wife regarded packaging as aPresent for the wedding was MRS. A. MACE() WALKER,'
•a panel of 30 "non-experts'' and "well-intentioned friend. fre-
sister h bride,d MR. WALKER d their drawn 
ht
'experts together by Con- quently but not always a help
CANDY. Other family members attending the ceremony, were
DR. AND MRS. JEFF ISH, brother and sister-in-law, of the 
tamer Corporation of America in the kitchen, basically honest
bride and their children from ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, MRS. G. 
to council manufacturers of in stating weights and contents,
packaged goods during the giant but inclined to exaggerate so
W. STANLEY ISH, SR.. stepmother of the bride from LITTLE
ROCK: MRS. HARRY BASS. cousin of the bride, MRS. G. W.
STAN-LEY ISH, JR., sister-in-law of the bride, her daughter,
ETTA SUE and her mother. MRS. CLAUDE BARNETT', all of
CHICAGO.
More wedding talk, ANITA WESTBROOK daughter of DR.
and MRS. FRED WESTBROOK of NASHVILLE was wed to
DENVER McCLENDQN of ATLANTA, GEORGIA; in NASH-
VILLE recently.. Both are students at TENNESSEE A & I
STATE UNIVERSITY and the groom will be graduated this
June with a commission as lieutenant in the Air Force.
Going up from here for the wedding which we've heard was
quite beautiful were MRS. LULA GRAY, grandmother of the
bride; MR. AND MRS. FRANK GRAY, uncle and aunt of the
bride: MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM T. BRODNAX. MRS. GEOR-
GIA V. HARVEY, her daughter MISS VANESS HARVEY, all
friends of the family.
MEANDERINGS: While in DETROIT the other week we
heard many compliments about the very fine MEN'S DAY PRO- at the Coliseum Who wished to
GRAM. REV. B. L. HOOKS had at his Motor City Church. New ask questions or make a re- declared 
the youth market,
MT. MORIAH which drew over two thousand persons. GOV- buttal. 
that packaging had a
ERNOR FRANK CLEMENT was the eloquent speaker for the „ 
'better friend in the teenager
occasion which attracted such dignitaries as former MICHIGAN the program were 
Non-experts" participating in "than anyone else in the
GOVERNOR G. MENNEN WILLIAMS. CONGRESSMAN only 
on-ex rt;familv " In many' cases he
in
CHARLES C. DIGGS, JR.. and CONGRESSMAN JOHN CON- 
the area of packagingisaid, the package and the pro.
JR. 
but tended to be specialists in duct are inseparable in the
teenager's mind.
Of course FRANCES accompanied her husband to Detroit 
other areas.
• •
for the progra m. The church feted the speaker with a recep- 
Included among these guests
NatiOnal Packaging Exposition far as pretty pictures and 'cents-
at the New York Coliseum. off' deals are concerned."
• • I Miss Adams supported Mrs.
The Panel's purpose was te l America in her complaint, and
exchange views on how wellIadded this thought about pic-
packaging is meeting its respon-Itures which adorn food packag,-
sibilities to the American family. big m in particular. "A too glam-
Platform was a live, closed- orous illustration of how a dish
circuit television hook-up linking,is supposed to look after pre-
the Park Avenue offices of Con-1!paration will make a housewife
tamer Corporation with the .feel inadequate, a failure. Either
Coliseum floor. consiously or unconsciously,
• • she will often get her revenge
Format of the program was by not buying that product
an informal discussion by each again."
of the guest speakers, followed, •
by question-and-answer session' Gilbert, generally regarded
between speakers and anYonelas one f theto names in
non afterwards at the SHERATON-CADILLAC. MRS. JULIA 
were the country's foremost Whether this is because the
HOOKS GORDON came from her home in HARRISBURG Pa 
authority on the youth market, teenager is sophisticated enough
for the occasion and was houseguest of former Memph. 
Engene Gilbert of the Gilbertto know that products today
MR. AND MRS. FLOYD JONES. 
Marketing Group: Miss Char- tend to vary little except in
lotte Adams, author and editor their packaging, or because he
MARTHA JEAN STEINBERG was on hand to greet the 
of 5 bfolks from home. Did you see the pretty little girl in Jet the keeping, oand en 
cooking, hinoutshe is unusually vulnerable to thee• 
other week with DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.. down in home; and this year's Mrs.
Miami? Well, she's the daughter of ATTY. and MRS HENRY America, Mrs. Alice Buehner.
ARRINGTON of MIAMI. Her mommy is the former GERAL. mother of six from Salt Lake
DINE cLAms, daughter of MR. AND MRS BURL CLARK on CitY The "experts" were all
Cannon. consultant specialists in package
We know you've seen HELEN ANN HAYES GROVES in;design'
Ebony by now. She's the best dressed from Los Angeles and is. Mrs. Buebner initially made
representing Memphis well looking like a Grecian goddess. She 
is the daughter of HELEN and TOM HAYES on South Park-'
1
GEORGIA SCHOOL entertained MRS. WALTERINE OUTLAW,
way. 
MRS. FREDERICK STURDIVANT has winged it home to
JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY after visiting her daughter and
son-in-law. TILLIE and HAROLD WHALUM and their sons
SKIPPER and ROY on Glenview. While here Mrs. Sturdivant
attended the opera with Harold's mother, MRS. H. D WHALUM,!
SR . and was entertained by MRS. LELAND ATKINS.
Recent guests in the SENGSTACKE home were MRS.!
FLORENCE SAMUEL. MATTIE'S aunt, who is ninety-eight
years old and her son HAROLD SAMUEL from EARLE, ARK-1
ANSAS, and Mattie's cousins. BENEAL and ROLAND BICKSON'
from ST. LOUIS. Roland is on leave from the Board of Ed-'
ucation and is working with the Neighborhood Youth Corp and
Beneal teaches. Their mother. MRS. MATTYE BURNS was!
with them.
WHITTIER. JR.. was home last week with the TENNES-I
SEE STATE PLAYERS GUILD.
MAXINE and EDWARD DRIVER had as their guests her
sister and brother in law, WILMA and JAMES PEETE from
MILWAUKEE who were also visiting their other sisters and,
brothers-in-law. ERIE and THEODORE BROWN, DOROTHYI
and ALLEN BROWN and FOSTA and TIMOTHY BROWN and!
their grandmother, MRS. HATTIE BROWN and aunt, MRS.'
HAY PARKER.
SGT. and MRS. LEFALLE DUDLEY are here from FT.!
HOOD, TEXAS visiting her parents. MR. and MRS. RAY PARK-
ER on WAVERLY. Sgt. Dudley has received an overseas as-!
signment.
Bachelor BEN BLAKEY attended the Kentucky Derby in
Louisville where he has friends,
BERNICE CALLAWAY flew to D. C. over the week-end
where she attended business sessions of ZETA PHI BETA SO-
RORITY at the National Headquarters. Bernice is a trustee of
the sorority and was there to approve the plans for renovatiss
the headquarters which is valued at S250.0n0 and is located on
the edge of Georgetown amidst Embassy Row.
While there Bernice was extended invitations by MAJORIE
I;LEN, who is CONGRESSMAN GRIDER'S secretary and an•
other friend. EVALINA PARKER MITCHELL who is active
with the Democratic women in Washington. 
RETIREMENTPARTY: The principals and faculty ofi
status appeals of packaging it
is difficult to say. In any event,
he digs packaging."
None of the guest speakers
appearing during the four-day
"confrontation" with packaged
goods manufacturers charged
the manufacturers with being
an elegant lady who is bidding the class room farewell, with a
beautiful party in the social rooms of CLUB PARADISE last




TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW-PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,







The sun shines longer on the
:North Pole than it does on the -
Equator: there are 4,400 hours,
of daylight a year at the Equa-
tor and 4,500 at the North Pole.
dishonest in labeling. When the
subject was touched on at all
— almost always as a question
from the Coliseum floor — guest
speakers generally said they
could not conceive of a manu-
facturer "being that naive."
• •
The most frequently occuring
complaint was packaging which
altempted at "consumer con-
venience" but failed. Isony Ruh-
mann, Director of Container
Corporation's Design and Mar-
ket Research Laboratories, con-
curred that "packages which
don't work properly" are the
bane of not only the consumer
but the manufacturer as well.
• S. •
Most manufacturers are striv-
:ing valiantly to deliver the best
functioning packages possible,
he said. Frequently this gets top
priority attention, but this is
a very challenging, a very diffi-
cult task, he explained.
Ruhmann was one of the pack-
aging experts who appeared
during the four-day closed-cir-
cuit tele-conference with mem-
bers attending the 34th annual
'packaging exposition sponsored
by the American Management
Association.
• • •
' These experts provided coun-
Isel on improved application of
design, market research,
machinery, and materials to
create packaging which func-
tions more effectively in the
'channels of marketing and dis-
ltribution,
WASHINGTON — (NP!)
The Free D.C. Movement w a s
considering a new tactic in its
efforts to "influence" local bus-
inesses to back home rule in
the nation's capital: Punch
holes and paste stamps on gas.
light, and phone bills.
This would prevent the bills
from being processed by com-
puters, an indirect method of
highlighting the need for home
rule.
NEW YORK — (NP11 —
Civil rights leaders have ex-
pressed disapproval of Mayor
John Lindsay's plan for a civil-
ian review board to investigate
complaints against policemen.
The plan calls for a review
board with four civilians ap-
pointed by the mayor and three
members of the police force.
According to the NAACP's
Atty. Robert L. Carter, the re-
sult of the plan "will be t h e,
continued suspicion of minority
group communities toward po-
lice justice and policemen".
LOS ANGELES — (NPI1 —
Both houses of the California
legislature have approved a bill
punishing arsonists in riots, and
Gov. Pat Brown is prepared to
sign the measure. The b ill,
prompted by t he two recent
Watts uprisings, provides stiff.
penalties for possession of Molo-
tov cocktails, for example.
MEMPHIS — (NPI) — Look
who's gone to the Civil Rights
Commission: Two Klansmen.
arrested while preparing t o
th • h t ublications intorow a e p
yards at night. The complaint,
filed by the pair, accuses Shel-
ow You Know by County sheriff's deputies of
harassing them because of their
race. Each was fined $43.50 on
disorderly conduct charges. af-
ter preparing to distribute cop-
ies of "The Fiery Cross" in the




The No. 2 Usher Board of
St. Andrew AME church pre-
sented an After Easter Fash:on
show in the church dining room
last Sunday, and featured Mrs.
Judy Eiland and other models.
Mrs. Bessie Morris was chair
'man of the show, and Mrs. Ka-
tie Henderson is president of
the Usher Board.
Rev. E. M. Martin is pastor
of St. Andrew.
Maria Isennard has been sign-
ed by producers Joe Connelly
.and Bob Mosher to make her
motion picture debut in Uni-
versal's zany new comedy,
"Munster, Go Home."
Miss Lennard, who previously
was with the Old Vic Company
In England, will portray a bar-
:maid whose pleasant face hides
a sinister career. The Techni-
color production starring Fred
Gwynne, Yvonne de Carlo, Al
Lewis, Debbie Watson,' Butch
Patric k, Terry-Thomas and
Hermione Gingold is being di-
rected by Earl Bellamy.
DELTAS' EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR — Mrs. Hobart Taylor,
Jr., left, has been named executive director of Delta Sigma
Theta sorority. Announcement of the appointment was made
by Dr. Geraldine P. Woods, seated, of Los Angeles, national












With A Planed Program
For Children 4 Years Old
And Up
BALLET - TAP - MODERN
MODERN JAZZ
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Mrs. Maggie M. Nash of 1816
Fourteenth a v e Meridian,
Miss. has announced the en-
gagement of her daughter, Miss
Ruth Helen Jones, to Godwin
E. Okurume.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Okurume of Nigeria ,'
West Africa.
The bride-elect was graduated
from LeMoyne college with thel
class of 1963, and is a student
at Teachers College, Columbia'
university in New York City.
Miss Jones is a candidate for
a master's degree in June, with
a major in educational psy-
chology and remedial reading.
Mr. Okurume was graduated
from Mi,higan State university
summa cum aude in 1963, and
is presently a student at Yale
university in New Haven, Conn.,
where he iG a candidate for the
Ph.D. degree in economics.




The engagement o f Miss,
Juanita Angela Bridges w a s'
announced by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Cleave Bridges, 5 11
Jenson Road last week.
Miss Bridges is engaged re!
Mr. Roosevelt Brassel, on of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wesley
Brassel, Sr., of 1798 Gaither
Street.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Booker T. Washington High
School and received the Bache-
lor of Science degree from Leo
Moyne college.
Miss Bridges is presently em-
ployed by the Chicago Bolrd
of Education where she is a
first and second grade teacher
at Daniel Brainard Elementary
School, where she is also the
chairman of the Citizenship and
Social Studies committee.
She has received recognition
at the school for her outstand-
ing performance as a new
teacher.
Miss Bridges is the grand-
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Ezekiel Bradfield of New
Orleans. La., and the late M.
, and Mrs. John Henry Brids,os
of Atlanta, Georgia.
Mr. Brassel is a graduate of
Booker T. Washington High
School and a holder of t b e
' Bachelor of Science degree
from LeMoyne College lie has
done graduate work toward a
MARY GRAY
Airman To Claim Bride
June 5 At Greenwood
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Milton In religious life, Miss Gray
Gray, of 1397 Ralston Avenue,
have announced the engage-
ment of their daughter, Mise
Mary Maxine Gray, to Willie
James Scales, the son of Mr.
and Mrs James M. Scales of
1480 Campton Avenue.
The double-ring ceremony will
take place on Sunday, June 5,
1966, at Greenwood CME
Church at 3 p.m.
The bride-elect is a 1 9 6 2
graduate of Hamilton High
School, where she was a mem-
ber of the Hamilton National
Honor Society, the Literary
Guild, the Girls' Drill Team,
and the American Junior Red
Cross. She was selected first
alternate to the football queen
for 1961-1962. Upon graduation
she won a scholarship to Le-
Moyne College.
At LeMoyne, Miss Gray is a
senior history major and ex-
pects to graduate May 30, 1966.
She is a member of Alpha Kap-
pa Mu Honor Society, president
of LeMoyne's Collegiate Coun-
cil of United Nations, a mem-
ber of "Who's Who in Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities,"
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc., and was chosen Miss
AKA, 1965-1966.
is a member of the Pentecos-
tal Baptist Church where she
is a Sunday School teacher.
Mr. Scales is also a 1 9 6 2
graduate of Hamilton Hign
School. He was a member of
Hamilton's Drill Squad, and
the basketball and baseball
teams. After graduation, h
entered Owen College, which
he attended for one year.
Mr. Scales enlisted in t h e
United States Air Force o n
August 28, 1963, and is station-
ed at Dow Air Force Base in
Maine, where he was recently
saluted in the base paper, the
Dow'neaster.
The following is an excerpt
from that salute:
"Designated a 'sharp troop'
by his supervisors, he made
Airman first class with less
than two and a half years
of active duty. He is an ex-
pert marksman with the M-1
carbine as the ribbon tie
wears testifies. Airman Scales
is a forward with the base
basketball team, the Fa!-
cons."
He is also a security gate




, Three rehearsal dates in the ing
St. Andrew AME church have tie
, been scheduled for children who
will participate in "The Magic
1 World of Fashion," benefit pro-
gram sponsored by the Beta
Epsilon Omega chapter of Al.
pha Kappa Alpha sorority.
The dates are: Monday May
23, "Birthday Party" a n d
"Traveling:" Wednesday, May
25, "Playground" and
"riurch;" and Friday, May 27,
"Schoolwear." All will begin at
4 p.m.
The final rehearsal will be
held at the Melrose auditorium
on Saturday, May 28, at 5:30
p.m. for all categories, accord-
to the chairman, Mrs. Hat-
Smith.
The fashion show will be pre-
sented on Sunday, June 5, in
the Melrose High school audi-
torium, and will be climaxed
with the announcement and pre-
sentation of the winning baby
in a Nursery Contest featuring
children of AKA sorors from:
birth through four years of age '
Proceeds from the affair will
benefit the chapter's scholar-
ship program.
Mrs. Velma Lois Jones is
basileus of the chapter, and
Mrs. Edna Swingler chairman
of publicity.
July 9 Young Dancers To Be
master's degree at Mempbs
State University. Presently oe
is employed by the Chicago
Board of Education where he
is a seventh grade teacher at
Hess Upper-Grade renter.
Mr. Brs.ssel is the grandson
of Mr. Dave Lanton and the
late Mrs. Ella Lanton of Sar-
dis, Miss, and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. John Braise! of Sar-
dis.
The young couple's wedding
will be solemnized July 9 at
St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic
Church. The wedding reception
will be held at the Top Hat
and Tails Club following the
ceremony.
Tobruk Book
A paperback novelization of
Universal's 6,000,000 techni-
color World War II drama, star-
ring Rock Hudson, George Pep-
pard, Guy Stockwell and Nigel
Green, will be published by
Bantam Books. Novelization is
by Peter Rabe based on Leo
Gordon's original screenplay
dealing with one of the most un-
usual ph1.ie of the North Afri-
can campaign Publication will
be coordinated with the release
of the picture.
Presented In Recital
Miss Roberta Mai Ratcliffe,lUniversity in 
Nashville, Tenn.
talented dance instructor and a Saturday evening's perform-
teacher at Leath Elementary
School, will present her youth-
ful tap and ballet pupils in their
fourth annual recital this Sat-
urday, May 21. at 8 p.m. in
Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne col-
lege campus.
The event will attract scores
of proud parents and relatives
who are eager to see their
"little ones" on stage.
Miss Ratcliffe received her
training at the Howe School of
Dancing and Chatham College
in Pittsburgh. Pa, and at Fisk
ers will include all ages
from tots to teenagers, and
they will danie to numbers
from "The Nutcracker Suite,"
"Romeo and Juliet," "Feed the
Birds," from Mary Popping and
such popular melodies as "St.
Louis Blues" and "American in
Paris."
Several of the youthful danc-
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Are On Sale At Your Local
Drug Or Sundry Store.
Chock The News Stand
Directory For Ono
Nearest You
pangWINNING BABIES—Members of the El Tres Senora
Social club presented a Baby Contest in connection with
their annual Fashion show held May 1 at the Union Protec•
tive life Insurance company building, and seen here are
parents, sponsors and winners. From left are Daniel Blake,
QUEEN OF GAY SOPHISTICATES — Mrs. Laura Neal,
seated at left and wearing crown, was crowned the queen
of the Gay Sophisticates during an affair held on April 27,
and she is seen here with the club sweetheart, George Scott.
Even with the simplest water color,
I strive for perfection.lt=s only
through dedication that anything
great is ever achieved",
eeWhen I buy gin, I insist
on the very best London Dry.
Gordon's. It is ideally dry and crisp,
makes a perfect martini.To me,
Gordon's Gin is great gin.,,
Elmer C. Stoner, noted artist, author and editor.
Gordoire Ok. oroOtod in
London, England in 1769.
Its the &west Ni* in England.
Ame,inlb on0 the wn-frf
nouucT of IS Lionel/IL SPLIT; MILLED/ NV WM 90 NOV GROOMS DO il% COATILOLOES IL I.
Patronize The Advertisers You Meet
In The Pages Of The TRI-STATE DEF,ENDER
holding daughter. Donna, third place winner; Mrs. Elnora
Towsend, and Victoria Young, second place winner, and
Mr. and Drs. Precious Tipton, and son, Thomas, first prize
winner. The club is working toward payment on a llfe
membership in the NAACP. (McChriston Photo)
Standing from left are Mrs. Evelyn Jackson, business man-
ager; Mrs. Velma Jarner, financial secretary; Mrs. Dorothy
Stokes, president, and Mrs. Earidean Doliey, vice president.
Not shown is Mrs. Virginia Hill, the secretary.
"GRAND OPENING'
Take azikatitaffe 06- tili,nekvvitt0i„or
The CALYPSO • Model NPS40
Soltd•Stat.. Plays all record
sizes. Vinyl covered cabinet
in twolone Gray color or two-
tone Beige color.














NEW ZENITH T. V. PRICES
START AT . . $9900 New In Carton
USED T. V.'s 
$3500












MELROSE DEFENDS TITLES in nine points of second place
With the District Four and Kingsbury's 14. Closely follow-
West Tennessee Regioaal track ing the Falcons were Christian
and field championships safely Brothers with 13, Washingtoo
tucked away the Melrose Gold- adding 121/, and Catholic with
en Wildcats open defense of 101/2. Mike Cheslock accounted
their Tennessee SecondarY for 10 of the Kingsbury total
Schools Athletic Association with victories in the 100 and
crown today (Saturday) in
Nashville at Overton High
School. Melrose upset a favor-
ed Oak Ridge team last .year
at the Fairgrounds.
220. Cheslock ran a :9.9 t
clip Ricky Tate of Melrose
the short sprint, returning later
in the night to nail Ray Peters
of Manassas in the furlong with
a :22.3. Tate finished fourth
Except for unexpected casu- and failed to qualify for the
alties to Ricky Tate in the 220.,state elimination.
and William Evans in 440. the ,
Wildcats breezed to easy victo- Cheslock was the only double
ries in the district and region- winner after emerging as t he
al. The Wildcats, who have new king of the sprinters. The
lost only one relay race over; record in 100 is in jeopardy to-
the entire season, mopped 4 day with either Cheslock, Tate
the opposition to take the West or Nashville Litton's Jerry
Tennessee Regional last week Ballou capable of erasing the
on the Fairgrounds all weather :9.8 state standard. The high
track. hurdles record also could be re-
Melrose amassed 34 points de-
spite losing five when Evar.s
ran out of his lane in the quar-
ter mile and was disqualified
after crossing the finish line
with a :49.7 clocking, the fast-
est of his career. Aubry Hardy,
who had upset Evans in the
District Four meet, a as av.raid-
ed first place. The Wildcats
could miss Evans greatly in the
440 where he could be counted
on for a few points in the state
meet today.
Indicative of the Melrose
domination is the fact that no
less than 11 teams were wan-
vAth ALEX MORRISON
FACULTY MEN Honored Too—For the first
time, the Women's Advisory Board at Ten-
nessee State university included men among
the outstanding honorees at special Women's
Day program. WAB president Anna Kinnard
is shown adjusting carnation on lapel of Dr.
Edward C. Lewis, head of department of
Art and Music Education, whose efforts led
to TSU's being first state-supported school
in Tennessee to meet requirements for ad-
mission into the Association of Schools of
Music Education. Looking on are two other
t"dBoyd who won the high Din- %asanidate
hers event in :14.4, a new re-
gional mark. The time better-
ed the regional record of :1,1.7 ,Addressesand was a second under tnn
:14.5 which now stands as the
state record. Boyd set his rec-
ord in the afternoon prelim!- Clayton Elam, candidate for
naries and equalled it in the Sheriff of Shelby County, stress-
finals. Bobby Elrod of Humes ed the need for Emergency
redged Boyd in the 180-y a r d communications for the sher-
low hurdles, topping the tim-
bers in :20.3.
In addressing ball, attend to
posture, extending the left arm
and gripping firmly with the left
little fingers.
HOW CAN tightening up in
the starting position be
avoided? The best, way to es-
tablish confidence and ease be-
fore and during the swing is
by consistently going through
preliminary essentials in the
correct order.
A—have clubhead at the ball
while arranging feet; keep up-
per left arm close to chest.
B—tilt and turn hips slightly
to the left and turn up toes to
evenly balance body weight be-
tween ball and heel of each
foot. These measures afford
freedom in legs, midsection
and shoulders.
C—make sure that left arm
is extended, the grip with left
little fingers is firm and the
wrists are free for a short,
smooth waggle.
D—after two or three wag-
gles fix eyes, mind and chin on
back cover of ball and swing.
This attending to one essen-
tial at a time in the right order
applies to all shots. It is a
purge for negative mannerisms,
an organizer of both mind and
body.
1) by King Features Syndicate Inc.
written by Pa tterson 's ames J •
Melrose set one record i n
sweeping the 440, two-mile. 280
and mile relays. The 880 fo:u.•-
some of Harold Barringer,
Thomas Strickland, Tate a n d
Eric Wilburn toured the half
mile in 1:30 flat to break the
record held since 196.3 by CBHS.
The Brothers set the old mark
at 1:30.4.
The Wildcats'
of Mike Swiftr„ oW' ard Suggs He further stated that since
Frank Lewis and Calvin John- the sheriff's tower and trans-
son pulled off a mild upset inimitter are located in an isolated
an exciting race with Catholic,iunattended and unprotected
the contingent that brought the spot in the Shelby County Penal
WAB honorees, Dr. T. J. Anderson, profes-
sor of music, whose compositions were air-
ed by Oklahoma Symphony opening World's
Fair and a premiere of one of his composi-
tions was presented at the recent Fisk Mu-
sical Festival; and Dri Alonzo T. Stephens,
head of history and political science, who
was recently elected president of the Nash-
ville chapter of the United Nations Associa-
tion. Dr. Stephens has been abroad on a




best time into the race. Swift's
leadoff 1:59 gave Melrose a big
lead but Catholic gained ground
1 on the next two legs to barely
miss nipping Melrose in t h e
stretch. The 8:18.9 winning time
was a full 10 seconds beVer
than the 8:28.8 that on in the
district. Melrose had to also
carve out a better Vme in the
mile relay to beat off a strong
challenge from Frasser. Bar-
ringer, Evans, Wilburn and
Strickland sped over the four
laps in 3:26.5.
Gaylon Calhoun, this area's,
best high jumper all season,I
iff's office in the event of a
disaster. He made the state-
ment at a meeting of the Delta
Radio Club in Whitehaven.
Mr. Elam stated: "After a re-
cent interview with the chief
radio dispatcher of the sheriff's
office it was learned that the
sheriff's office is in possession
of an emergency generator and
transmitter, but neither is ca-
pable of being put in operation
immediately in the event of an
emergency."
faltered in the regional and cost
Washington an almost sure
second place finish. Calhoun
has done six feet three inches
however, the Warrior leaper
could do no better than a tie
for fourth behind winner Eddie
Atkins of Manassas who won
with a jump of five feet 10
inches.
The mile run was a two man
duel with veteran distance run-
ner Gordon Wilson af Milling-
ton winning in a spilited fight
with Jim McGhee of CBHS.
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TWO BEST PEACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
Farm area, it is susceptible to
power failure and tampering by
the criminal element.
Mr. Elam said that when
elected he intends to have a
standby mobile radio communi-
cation team, composed of FCC
licensed radio amateur volun-
teers to supplement the sher-
iff's squad cars. These cars can
be dispatched to any spot in
Shelby County within minutes.
A transmitter, tower and em-
ergency generator with 14 days
supply of fuel are now available
and have been volunteered for
this purpose. The system can be
operated by remote control
from an automobile and be re-
transmitted to any spot in Shel-
by County without depending on
commercial sources of electrici-
ty.
but neither miler had much
left for the 880 run.
Oak Ridge looks like t h e
team to beat as Melrose puts
its title on the line in the state
meet in Nashville. The Riders
will have to pile up the bulk
of their points in the field for
the defending champs should
hold their own in the running
events.
MAYS TOPS OTT
Pennant stretch pressure is
three months away but y o u
couldn't convince Willie Mays
of the San Francisco Giants.
For the opening weeks of the
infant baseball season the "Sey
Hey" kid went about his busi-
ness methodically knocking
down fences and stadium facad-
es jri typical destructive Mays
fashion until three Sabbaths ago
when he planted a fastball into
Golfing With Lil
By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
b
Are you sure you are taking advantage fo all the recreation/
luxuries and nicety that are coming your way? Where else but
on Uncle Sam's territory can you belong to a private golf club
for ;40 a year (you and your wife) play free in all the golf club
tournaments, take guests to play all day long for $1.00 and you
play any day?
Although Johnson Saulsherry is a comparative new mem-
ber of the club the number 1 hole at the depot with a big lake
I to the right is already named in his honor. If he plays the hole
four times, rest assured, four of Saulsberry's balls are in Sauls-
berry lake. Other than that, the neat layout of the nine hole
golf course is good to him.
Another depot worker enjoying the facilities of this club is
Ted Craft along with his wife Florence who golfs with him ev-
ery Sunday afternoon.
Other employees who play this course are TomityNan Bu-
ren, who plans to join the club in June; Leroy Bruce, Frank
Partee and Roosevelt Bell. Along with me on this guest outing
was Blondie Story.
W. T. Knight is believed to be the first to shoot a hole in
one at the Fuller Golf Course this year. It was on number three,
the par three which is 185 yards, he was using a 5 iron and wit-
nessing this feat was A. B. Bland, Chester Cade, Horace Sim-
mons and Albert Macklin.
That out-of-town golfer who said 9 holes of Fuller Golf
Course was all he wanted at one time was Calvin White of St.
Louis, here promoting the sales of the already popular Stag ,
beer.
Brooks Road par three he enjoyed.
BO ROBERSON, Miami Dolphin flanker, a bank manage-
ment trainee during the off season, shows off some of the
duties he's responsible for. One of them is closing the big
safe at the Wells Fargo Bank. The Dolphins are one of the
new entries in the American Football League. (UPI)
the far reaches of the Astrodome games. The big relief came on-
against Houston the Birming-
ham flash and got as much
print as the Vietnam conflict.
It was the 34-year old fly.
chaser's 511th home run, pul-
ling him even with Mel Ott.
another great giant of yester-
year. The pressure of getting
the one that would make Mays
the greatest home run hitter in
National League history about











• Sell top quality
products.
• Moderate investment




ly a few days ago after Mays
drilled a pitch, served up by
Claude Osteen of Los Angeles.
over the right centerfield fence
at Candlestick Park for homer
number 512.
Should San Francisco w i
the NL flag, and the Giants
bombers are at the top of the
heap presently, the World Ser-
ies tension will be anti-climatic
for the exciting Mays.
2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD




heater, WSW tires and
other extras! '2465
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED!
We Trade For Anything of Value
Such As Horses, Cows, Dogs,











THAT ARE PERFECT FOR THE GRADUATE




So easily portable, power-
ful and clear sounding. 7
transistors plus carrying
strap and 9 volt battery.
Excellent tone. This fabu-
lous gift looks so much
more expensive than our
low price.




was originally made to sell
at much higher prices. Some
ase calendar styles. Some
with expansion bands. Some
have leather bands. Many
are shock protected models.
Get a new watch for sports,
another for dress wear. All
are handsomely gift boxed.






13 Mirrored train case
20- Weekend case
25' Tourist cams
This is sturdy reinforced plywood luggage. long-hound
with a leather-like vinyl plastic. Water repellent, scratch
resistant. All are fully lined. Choice of red, blue, avocado.
t KRESS
VARIETY FAIR
BETTER QUALITY... BEST VALUES
OPEN MON. & THURS. III 9:06 P M.
9 NO. MAIN STREET
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FACING THE FUTURE — At Humble Oil
and Refining company's headquarters in
Houston, Texas, design draftsman George
Boer shows five boys, all graphic arts stu-
dents in junior high school, what their jobs
may be like in a few years with the training
needed for a career in the business world.
Humble's young visitors, from left, are Billy
Evans, Talmage Sharp, John Alston, Groat
Davis and ,Joseph Fritz, who
30 teenagers who were
among
shown various career
opportunities at the oil company's headquar-
ters in the Humble building. J. B. Ruffeno
coordinated the tour for Humble, one of
many such visits to the company's refiner-
ies and other facilities, conducted in coop-
eration with educators and government
agencies like Plans For Progress.
JACKIE ROBINSON SAYS
Miracle Unfolding
In The Deep South
A miracle is unfolding in
Deep South.
The very people who w
fighting the hardest to keep
Negro from exercising t
the ‘s.isl.c.; 'if be IA ill only under-
'stand the power he can enjoy
through. prope: use of his tuck
ere and his bailor He can el' t a
the:Lindsay in NeW York, &item
h e elect a Carl :Jokes in Cies/0-
am'.
right to vote are wooing the Ne-
gro for his vote. But does ha fellow 
through?
[Does he weld strong, articuinte
A group of courageous Ne- political orga i•Lations? Doe.; be
groes are presenting them raise money to hack his candi-
selves as candidates for 
office.,dates rather than running to
political pa rti e.; to accept an
The efforts of Dr. King's'Election Day handout?
Southern Christian Leadership} Perhaps it will take the ren-
Conference, The Student Non- aissance which is being staged
Violent Co-Ordinating Commit in the South to awairn t h e
tee and NAACP are pay,g. off. Northern Negro - just as t h e.
Southern registration kalif) g southern demonstrations awak-
ened him to the fact that the.lcussion, a chalk talk and a film
North is not Heaven. 
son, Lake County Cancer Socie-.
on the link between smoking ty representative; and Mrs.
If this much needed awaken- and diseases Turner.
g should come to our north- Mrs. 
ern communities, le us hope iti 
Joyce Turner, project The smoking project headed
will be the result of the orioni- training director, said the PTA
 , by Mrs. Turner is based at the
zation and work of young peo; and Jaycees requested the con- 
Purdue Calumet Campus as
iference as a pie. result of a recentl 
part of the university's Urban
Development Institute. It was
financed by a $34,000 grant from
U.S. Public Health Service to
gather information on smoking
sion, a prominent psychologist 
attitudes of blue collar workers.
declared that s tudents who The heart association and
smoke have lower school grades cancer 
society will present a
and lower I.Q. test scores than film' 
Smoking and You, and
non-smokers, 
Mrs. Peggy Lipschultz, Chicago
artist, will give a chalk talk on
Dr. Bertram Carnow, of chi. how 
to dissuade youngsters






JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) —
A circuit court judge yesterday
upheld a lower court's ruling
which declared Mississippi's 57-
,year-old prohibition law invalid.
Circuit Judge RusseU Moore
upheld the landmark decision
by Hinds County Judge Charles
T Barber that the prohibition
statutes were voided by the
state's collection of liquor taxes
and regulation of the whiskey
business
The decision set the stage ter
 A a final ruling on the con
trover-
sial issue by the state supreme
court. Attorneys were expected
to appeal the decision to the
supreme court this week.
' Mississippi is the only legally
.dry state in the union, however
'the state last year had 1,700 li-
censed liquor dealers and col-,
lected more than 130 million in
'smack market'' taxes on the,
I illegal liquor.
200 To Study Smoking
Among School Kids
HAMMOND — Wh at can be Dr. Norman J. Wilson, of Lake
done to halt the spread of ciga-
rette s me king among area
school children?
County Parr a more Hospital; Dr.
L. R. Pascale and Dr. James H.
Greenwald, both of St. Cather-
ine Hospital in East Chicago,
Negroes) is growing by leaps
and bounds.
There is cause for rejoiting
in all of this
But, ironically, no such pa-
rallel progresils being mide in
our northern communities. The
Negro in the N.orth lives under
the illusion c` freedom. If e
thinks he has ;t when he does
not have it. Is costs him no-
thing but a bit of energy and
effort to go to tie polls. Ilk
southern brother, in the past,
has paid for this previous right
Rh his very life and with loss
of property.
What magic will it tak,?. to
arouse the Negro in the North;
to educate nut to the fact that
he can achieve any heights he
Teen-agers and college youth
and even grammar school kids
spark - plugged the southern
freedom movement
Maybe - instead of so manv
of our young people pouring in-
to notithern communities to give
their aid to progressive trends-
maybe we need some southern,
youngsters to come to us to,
teach us how to work for free- 1
dom. (ANP Feature)
Two hundred community lead- will speak on different aspects
ers will seek an answer to that' of 
the smoking problem.
question on Thursday, May 19, Their topics will include effect
at a conference at Purdue Uni- of smoking on hearts of adults,
versity Calumet -Campus on'effe
ct of smoking on children
and smoking effect on lungs.
"Smoking and Your Children."
The one-day event, open to
the public, is co-sponsored by
the Lake County Smoking Pro-
ject, the Ha mm ond Parent-
Teacher Association Council and
the Indiana Junior Chamber of
The afternoon session will fea-
ture a panel on "What Our
Community Can Do About the
Smoking Problem," moderated
by Miss Cherry Tsutsumida, of
the U.S. Public Health Service
staff in Washington.
Commerce. Panelists will include Mrs.
Clare Enright, of Hammond
The program will include PTA: Harwin Hunsley, North-
talks by medical authorities on west Indiana Heart Association
dangers of smoking, panel dis. director; Er
vy Christenson, ei
•
workshop at the Purdue facility
for public health educators on
smoking hazards. At that ses-
Pa. Klan $1000 In Red Indonesia Ready
To Talk Peace
As Week End Rally Flops With Malaysia?
OXFORD, Pa. — (UPI) —Ku Chester County community.
Klux Klan official Michael Des-
mond said the Klan wound up
about $1,000 in the red because
had weather cut attendance at
one weekend rally and forced
cancellation of the other.
Desmond, 24, King Kleagle
(organizer) in Pennsylvania
said the financial loss may mean
other scheduled rallies will
have to be postponed.
The next one was scheduled
In the Allentown area April 30,
to be followed by one May '7th
in the Pittsburgh area.
Klan officials estimated that
about 500 persons showed up for
Saturday night's abbreviated
rally in a pasture on the farm
of John Clemmen, West Not-
tingham twp., south of this
A heavy downpour started
shortly after the rally got under
way. About 100 persons stood
through the rain while the oth-
ers sought shelter in their cars.
The rally ended in less than an
hour.
The traditional cross-burning
was held despite the rain.
Desmond met newsman Sun-
day and told them the planned
rally was off because the pas-
ture was too muddy.
But he said the Klan's first
venture into Pennsylvania in
some 30 years had not been a
complete loss. Desmond said 50
new members had been signed
















that Indonesia is ready to nego-
tiate its three-year-old confron-
tation with Malaysia raised
hopes for an end to the military
and economic conflict between
the two Southeast Asian powers.
Radio Jakarta said President
Sukarno has agreed to "have a
talk" with Malaysian Prime
Minister, Prince Abdel Rahman.
It would be the first time the
two leaders have met since a




Police have denied re-
ports that two bodies
were found in an apart-
ment building at 4946 S.
State st.
The report at first was
verified by police, but a
subsequent check show-
ed that a teletypist's error
had been made.
"The report should
have come through as un-
founded," a police spokes-
man said.
WOOLWORTH'S






Choice assortments of pat-
terns: colors. Wipe dean
plastic drapes are 108"
wide, 84" long. Valance.
YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT
WOOLWORTH'S
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
























FRESH GROUND AT THE STORE
Lb. Bag 55 2 LIMIT.
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tan Opera visited LeMoyne Col-
lege last Wednesday afternoon
and thrilled students and facul-
ty with a free hour-long con. 
formers on campus was some-
thing of a surprise. The college
had expected only Mr. Alexan-
The over-whelmed audience der who had promised Presi-
gave the Met singers several dent Hollis F. Price earlier this
gtanding ovations. year that he would visit Le-
Performing in the informal Moyne during the Met's sche-




May Day observance was held
on May 4, with the eighth
grade in charge. Special at-
traction included the marching
Geeter High School band under
the direction of David N e w-
borne and Wilford Glenn. The
band was magnificent and we,
look forward to having the Band
over to visit us again.
PTA NEWS
The PTA held its monthly
meeting on May 11 in the
school cafetorium with the ore-
sident, Mrs. Geneva Haynes
presiding. Business included the
election of three added officers.
They were first vice president
. . . Rev. Walter Booker;
monthly program chair m an,
Mrs. Evelyn Wilson and mem-
flership chairman, Mrs. Mollie
Payne.
These officers were installed
by Mrs. Marion Bailey.
VISITORS OF WEEK
Visitors to the school were
Mrs. Henry Lewis, Henry Bas
kia", civic club workers; Mrs.
Minnie Booker, Mrs. Betty Ea-
ly, Mrs. Ida Mallory, Mrs. An-
nie Scott, Mrs. Abell Shepard,
Mrs. Beanch Jackson, parents
of White's Chapel students.
TEACHER OF WEEK
The honor of teacher of the
Week has been given to Mrs.
Ora Rockwell of 407 Fairhope
Street, who is 8-1 A class home
room teacher and teacher
of seventh and eighth grade so-




The students of the week are
Carolyn Ross, Irma Tate, Rea-
dia Green, Pecora Jefferson,
James E. Harris, Larry Faul-
ner, Bernice Cheers, R obin
Warren, Joe Medlock, L o 1 s
Bowles, Julia Walker, Malcolm
Boyd, Vernon Lee Roby, a n d
Marvin Edwards.
Opera Stars Give Surprise Concert
Five stars of the Metropoli- Justino Diaz, 
William Walker,
John Alexander and Assistant
Conductor-Pianist Voitek.
Appearance of the five per-
GOOD SAMARITANS — Members of the Bluff City Junior
Chamber of Commerce did their good deed for the day re-
cently when they applied a coat of paint to the home of 80-
year-old Mrs. Hattie Reed of 1623 Ash St. to get the 1966
Clean-Up, Paint-Up, Fix-Up, Plant-Up campaign off to a
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS






Number of papers wanted weekly




FURNITURE CO- Fr,day ,17""l" &td P 1.4.
1348 POPLAR AVENUE Serving thousands of customersto, ewer 24 yoars.




• 7 quiet-maker features
• Furniture styled, WitS
hardwood fronts —
in walnut finish.




for your Electric Wiring,
Installation and consEnn•






























An event of special interest place last
to the students of Springhill hill" was
Elementary School of the Shel-,
by County school system took' Loryce Jones was the recipi- 
cipal of Springhill School at
et.' of the honor. She is a mem- C. rdova.
. 
,
ber of the eighth grade 
class.Prof G. 0. Caldwell, who
; taught at Rust college, and sis-
The competition was k e e
according to the testimony of
teachers in the contest.
Of School Year Representatives of each class
lin the competition with Miss
i g h Jones included: Angelia Brown
associa-
and Stanley Ewell, First Grade,
Frances D. Brewster and Mar-
vin Wright, second grade; Diane
Morman and Richard McGhee,
third grade: Bernardine Brews-
ter and Curtis Sains, fourth'
Porter's PTA To
Hold Final Meet
good start. In front, from left are Freeman Lester, pres-
ident; Harrell Moore, and William Higgins. On back row,
same order, are Rufus R. Jones, Norval Powell, William
Higgins and Otis Lightfoot. (Withers Photo)
lege at Hollys Springs.
' Author In Memphis For! 
Mrs. Riley's books are avail-
Stepfather's Funeral
Mrs. Helen Caldwell Riley,
author of several books, was
'here last week to attend t h e
funeral of her stepfather, M r.
McDonald Garrett, whose fun-
eral was held on Thur sd ay
night at Southern Funeral Home
The author, who lives in Bar-
stow, Calif., was accompanied
to Memphis by her three sons,
Jesse, Paul and Donald Riley
1951; Not Without Tears,"
which was issued in 1954, and
"All The Way To Heaven," and
others now at the publishers.
She is the daughter of Mrs
McDonald Garrett of 434-B S.
Lauderdale st., and the late,
ter of Prof. G. 0. Caldwell, Jr
who is presently head of the
science department at Rust col-
able at the Vance branch of the
Memphis Public Library. She
is presently employed at t h e
Barstow branch of the San Ber-
narry public library, and con-




I tion will hold its last meeting of
the current school year Thurs-
day, May 19 at 7:30 p.m. in the
school cafetorium.
Mrs. Riley is the author of
grade; Derba Rita Franklin
"Color Ebony.- published In
and Henry Lee Albright, fifth
; grade; Annie Ruth Williams
and Tommie Parham, fifth
grade; Margaret Stewart and
' Michael Whitney, sixth grade;
Helen Watkins and Charles Ew-
en, seventh grade; and Loryce
. Jones and Robert Brewster Jr..
Spring- eighthgrade.
Mrs. Mable C. Walker is prin-
Mrs. Dorothy M. Russell, pre-
sident of the association, and,
members of the executive corn-1 4
mittee of the group, made the
announcement and invited all
Porter patrons to be present.
14• on the agenda fcr the;
meeting will be reports of del-
egates who attended the recent
state meeting in Nashv i 1 1 e.
There will be financial report
of 1.1 year's expenditures and
the April PTA Tea.
Also to be discussed will be
convention plans for the nation- -
al congress of Colored Parents
and Teachers to be convened at
the Ch -a-Plaza, June 19-22.
Porter principal A. B. Owen.
Jr., and Assistant Principal C
Thompson urged continued co-
loperation and support of the






YOU CAN START LOSING
'WEIGHT THIS WEEK!
ITS EASY WITH SLENDER-X, by P.D.A.
This mating slenderizing formula, availabie with no ore•
scription, can help you become the sltm end trim person
you want to be. Simply take a small Slender-X tablet
before each meal. siender-x goes to work immediately to
put an end to your excessive food craving. As Slender-X
helps you stop your extra food intake, It starts you on the
way to a more attractive you . . And, It does it withoutIrving you that "keyed op.'5.rbrvous feeling you get wtth
ether Whets.
IT REALLY WORKS!
How messy pounds do you want to Isic . . . 10, 30. even
45 pounds . . or mote? You can do it with Slender X
just like people are discovering all over the country Yo
have nothing to lose except those unsightly pounds And.
If you arsn't completely satisfied, you'll get your money
bKA. So get on the road to * batter-looking you this week!
GET IT TODAY AT YOUR DRUG COUNTER
SLENDER-X
)* Jun Mail This Coupon
Icy:
12.1111 $41111I war S. Mart boring weight Bev if Bet if
Au week. Mod we a tail tablets tablets
21-Day Safi* of Sfrader-X gives yea gives yes
for AM $7.911 . 
. 
, sr • 42- a 21-Day a 42-Say
Day Sappiy for jam $4.91 Saamta. Supply.
Cheek hares MwEL lee a (21) 0 or (42) 0 day suppiv
NAME' 
ADDRIPIW‘ 
chain* 0 C.O.D. 0 Payment Enelened
ORIOLE DRUGS





































CALL US BEFORE YOU AR(
EMBARRASSED





RECEIVES PROMOTION—Former Memphian, Sgt. W. 0.
Reed, Jr., receives congratulations from an Air Force
officer during a graduation exercise held at Pope Air Force
Base. He has completed the school for NCO Leadership
Training, started in October, 1965. Sergeant Reed is pres-
ently enrolled in a course entitled "Management for Air
Force Supervisors'', which will be completed on May 30. 
Thesergeant is married to the former Marion Jonhson of
Berkeley, California. He has been in service 14 years. He




BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL 14 6-1450P THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale,
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GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS 1014 Mississippi
1101 Firestone 942-1712






JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY 1430 S. Bellevue
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